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REPORT 
OF THE 
CITY GOVERNMENT, 
AND 
School Committee, 
ELLSWORTH, MAINE, 
FOR THE 
Municipal Year Ending Feb. 6. 
1897 
E L L S W O R T H E N T E R P R I S E ! 
C A M P B E L L P U B L I S H I N G C O M P A N Y . 
COOMBS' B L O C K . 
CITY GOVERNMENT. 
i s y e - 7 . 
M A Y O R , 
ROBERT (JERRY. 
A L D E R M E N , 
Ward 1.—NEHEMIAH H. HIGGINS. 
Ward 2.—ALBERT H. NORRIS. 
Ward 3.—WILLIAM H. BROWN. 
Ward 4.—ALVIN E. MADDOCKS. 
Ward 5.—GEORGE R. CAMPBELL, 
C I T Y C L E R K , 
LEVI B. WYMAN. 
C O L L E C T O R OF T A X E S , 
A L V A H K. WOODWARD. 
C I T Y T R E A S U R E R , 
E D W A R D F. ROBINSON. 
ASSESSORS OF T A X E S , 
ALBERT H. NORRIS, 
AUGUSTUS E. MOORE. 
(JALVIN P. JOY. 
S T R E E T C O M M I S S I O N E R , 
DANIEL H. EPPES. 
S U P E R I N T E N D E N T OF SCHOOLS, 
I. H. W. W H A R F . 
C H I E F E N G I N E E R OF F I R E D E P A R T M E N T , 
JOHN E. DOYLE. 
First Assistant—ALMON G. JELLISON. 
Second Assistant—L. H. CUSHMAN. 
i u j i c ' l f I'j I ' l lKMII ' l ' I K l i i ' i t f c c . 
To the Honorable Mavor and Board of Alder-
men of the City of Ellsworth. 
In accordance with the requirements of the Ordinances 
of the City, we herewith submit our annual report . 
W e have made an examination of the Col lectors ' and 
Treasurer's accounts and vouchers for the Financial year 
ending February 6, 1897, and find them correct . Their several 
accounts are annexed and made a part of this report . 
A . H . N O R R I S , ) Finance 
N . H . H I G G I N S , J Committee. 
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Chas• H. Drummer, City Treasurer, in Account with 
the City of Ellsworth. 
1896. D R . 
Feb. S. To balance as per settlement, 12,032.77 
Received from J. H. Higgins, collector 
of 1894, 12.24 
Received from A. K. Woodward, col-
lector of 1895, 259.57 
Received of Ben'j Shute, account tuition 
High school, 5.00 
Received of H. Fremont Maddocks, ac-
count text book fund, 72.16 
Received rents Hancock hall, 14.50 
W 2,396.24 
C R . 
By paid orders of 1895, 8 428.93 
" orders of 1896, 1,679.18 
" Abatements, 12.17 
Coupons, 120.00 
" Interest, 82.50 
Balance, 73.46 
S3,396.24 
W e hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of 
Chas. H. Drummey, late City Treasurer, and find them correct 
with a balance of seventy-three dollars and forty-six cents or-
dered passed over to E. F. Robinson, present City Treasurer. 
Ellsworth, March 18, 1896. 
A. H. NORRIS. 1 Finance Com-
N. H. HIGGINS. f mittee, 1896. 
E. E. Robinson, City Treasurer, in account with the 
City of Ellsworth. 
1896. DR. 
Feb 12. To balance as per settlement, $ 73.46 
Proceeds of City notes issued, 24,150.00 
Received from State of Maine, as follows: 
Set ool Fund and Mill Tax, $3,546 56 
Rebate on Dog Licenses, 130.67 
Railroad and Telegraph Tax, 1896 670 12 
Reimbursement State Pensions, 
paid, 912.00 
Semi-annual payment High 
School, 125.00 
Library Allowance, 41.32 5,425.67 
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41.66 
13.00 
8.24 
1.00 63.90 
121.79 
25.00 
28.00 
116.82 
18.00 
s: — 
436.40 
To Received from Sundry Account, viz. 
H. A. Moore, Tuition at Higli 
School, 
Benj. Shute, Tuition at High 
School, 
I. H. W. Wharff 
T. J. Holmes, 
To Received rents of Hancock Hall, 
Rent from High School Dwelling 
House, 
Received for licenses 
Settlement tax deeds and non-
resident taxes, 
Dog Licenses, 1896, 
J. H. Higgins, Coll'r 1893, as follow 
Cash, 
J. H. Higgins, Coll'r 1891, as follows: — 
Resident tax deeds, * 136.08 
Cash, 1,768.68 1,904.76 
A. K. Woodward, Coll'r 1895, as follows: — 
Tax Deeds, 1895, 402.75 
Cash, 6,930.83 7,333.58 
A. K. Woodward, Coll'r 1896, as follows: — 
State Tax, 1896, 4,333.95 
County Tax, 1896, 2,839.40 
Cash, 25,208.66 32,382.01 
*72,u79.39 
Feb'y. 12, 1897. OR. 
By paid City Orders of 1896, .#45,229.81 
" 1895, 360.85 
" Abatements, 622.51 
County Tax in full, 2,839.40 
State Tax in full, 4,333.95 
State Pensions, 912.Ou 
Dog Licenses, 1896, 18.00 
Interest on City Notes, 481.75 
City Coupons, 2,646.00 
J. H. Higgins, Coll'r for list tax deeds, 1894, 136.08 
A. K. Woodward, Coll'r, tax deeds, 1895, 402.75 
City notes, 12,050.00 
Cash to Finance Committee, by order of 
City Government, ' 1,000.00 
" Cash to balance, 1,046 29 
••#72,079.39 
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined 
the foregoing account of E. F. Robinson, Treasurer of the City 
of Ellsworth for the financial year of 1896, and we find the same 
correct and properly vouched, and we have charged him in new 
account with the balance of •'#1146.29. 
A. H. NORRIS, i Finance Com 
N. H. HIGGINS. ) mittee, 1896. 
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L. F (jiles, Successor to B. T. Sowle, Collector 1887 
and 18S9, in account with the 
Citv of Ellsworth. 
D R . 
To Balance of Commitment, 1887 and 1889, including 
supplementary tax, uncollected according to last 
report, ' $3,350.75 
C R . 
Bv Balance uncollected due city, 3,350.75 
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined 
the above account of L. F. Giles and find it correct. 
A. H. NORRIS, 1 Finance Com-
N. H. HIGGINS. i mittee, 1S96. 
J. IT. Higgins Collector for the rear 1893, in account 
with the'City of Ellsworth. 
1896. D R . 
Feb. 8. To amount uncollected tax on settlement, $724.00 
C R . 
By amount due E. F. Robinson as per 
'vouchers, $438.40 
Bv amount uncollected tax, '287.60 
724.00 
W e the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined 
the account of J. H. Higgins, collector for the year 1893, and find it correct and properly vouched. 
A. H. NORRIS, ) Finance Com-
N .H HIGGINS. i mittee, 1896. 
J. II. H i g g i n s , Collector for the year 1894, in account 
with the City of Ellsworth. 
1896. D k -
Feb 8 To amount uncollected tax on settlement, $4,••>79.21 
C R . 
By amount due C. IT. Drummey as 
"per voucher, * 12 -4 
By amount due E. F. Robinson as 
per voucher, 
Bv amount uncollected tax, -bb2.z i 
$4,579.21 
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We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined 
the account of J. H. Higgins, collector' for the year 1894, and 
find it correct and properly vouched. 
A. H. NORRIS, l Finance C o m -
N. H. HIGGINS. i mittee, 1896. 
.1. K. Woodward, Collector 1805, in account with 
the City of Ellsworth. 
1896 . D R . 
Feb. 6. To amount collected Tax of 1895, all,095.00 
" " interest collected, 176.00 
•sll,271.00 
C R . 
By amount paid Treasurer since settlement, 7,600.15 
1897. 
Feb. 10. Amount of uncollected Tax 1895, $ 3,670.85 
We, the undersigned hereby certify that we have examined 
the account of A. K. Woodward, Collector 1895, and find it cor-
rect and properly vouched. 
A. H. NORRIS, 1 Finance 
N. H. HIGGINS. i Committee. 
.4. K. Woodward, Collector 1896, in Account with 
the City of Ellsworth. 
D R . 
1896. 
May 28. To amount of commitment, $46,586.38 
Bv cash of E. F. Robinson, 
Treasurer, 1,000.00 
$47,586.38 
C'R. 
By paid E. F. Robinson, Treas., 
amount of State Tax $4,333.95 
By paid E. F. Robinson, Treas., 
amount of County Tax, 2,839.40 
1897. 
Feb. 6. By paid E. F. Robinson, Treas., 
amount of City Tax collected 
to date, ' S27,285.54 
$34,458.89 
Amount uncollected Tax 1896, $13,127.49 
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined 
the account of A. K. Woodward, collector for the year 1896 
and find it correct and properly vouched. 
A. H. NORRIS, i Finance Com-
N. H HIGGINS. i mittee, 1896. 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
OF T H E 
CITY OF ELLS WORTH 
F O R T H E 
Hunicipal Year ending Feb. 6, 1897. 
A P P R O P R I A T I O N S . 
Contingent, $4,500.00 
Highway, 4,500.00 
Sidewalk. 1,000.00 
Citv Poor, 4,000.00 
City Schools, 4,500.00 
High School, 2,000.00 
Insane Poor, 1,100.00 
Police, 1,300.00 
Fire Department, 1,600.00 
City Library, 200.00 
Interest on City Debt, 3,800.00 
City Text Books, 500.00 
City Water, 1,920.00 
Electric Light, 1,000.00 
School House, 500.00 
Commercial High School, 250.00 
Discount on Taxes, 1,800.00 
Superintendent of Schools, 600.00 
Rock Crushing 3,000.00 
State Tax, 4,333.95 
County Tax, 2,839.40 
Overlayings, 1,343.03 
$46,586.38 
CONTINGENT FUND. 
1896. CR. 
By Balance from 1895, $ 221.69 
March. " Appropriation, 4,500.00 
" Amt. expended for R. R. t ick-
et for tramp refunded, 1.00 
$4,722.69 
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EXPENDITURES. 
1896. 
March 2. Paid E. E. Prady & Co., for supplies for 
tramps, S -88 
" Henry Gould,for supplies for trarri^s, .-10 
" Abram Sargent, for hauling and set-
ting up voting booth in Ward 5, .75 
" A. W. Cushman, for services as chair-
man of Board of Registration, 35.00 
" Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for printing 
ballots, etc., 74.22 
' ' Campbell Pub. Co., for printing city 
reports, specimen ballots, etc. ; 103.97 
" D. L. Fields, for copying and posting 
warrants for March election, 1896, 7.50 
" A. E. Moore, for service as assessor, 13.00 
" L. B. Wyman, for 3 mos.' salary as 
city clerk, making up city bal-
lot) etc., ' 126.83 
" A. C. Hagerthv, for reporting births 
and deaths', 9.50 
" J. F. Manning, for reporting births 
and deaths, 1.75 
" W. M. Haines, for reporting births 
and deaths, 6.50 
" N. C. King, for reporting births and 
deaths, .50 
" L. W . Hodgkins, for reporting births 
and deaths, 1.00 
" Lewis Hodgkins, for reporting births 
and deaths, 3.00 
•• J. T. McDonald, for reporting births 
and deaths, 1.25 
" Geo. A. Phillips, for reporting births 
and deaths, 2.00 
" Henry Graves, for taking down and 
stowing voting booth in Ward 2, .50 
E. W. Lord, salary as Superintend-
ent of Schools for the months of 
January and February, 1896, 91.66 
" E. W. Lord, for services as ballot 
clerk in Ward 5, March, 1895 and 
1S96, 4.00 
" Charles E. Higgins, for services as 
overseer of poor 3 months, 12.50 
" H. F. Maddocks, for 4 days' servic-
es on committee work, 10.00 
" North Ellsworth Farm Club, for use 
of hall for March election, 1896, 4.00 
" C. H. Drummey, balance due on 
commission to city treasurer 
1 8 9 5 , ' 1 1 . 5 5 
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April 8. Paid A. W . Cushman, for services as 
chairman of Board of Registra-
tion April 1896, $ 20.00 
" E. E. Brady, for services as member 
of Board of Registration March 
and April, 1896,' 40.00 
" L. B. Wyman, for services as Clerk 
of Board of Registration for 
April and sundries 1896, 24.87 
" D. L. Fields, for copying and posting 
warrant for April election, 7.50 
" A. M. Moore, for wood for Alder-
men's Room, 3.00 
" Hancock < o. Pub. Co. for printing, 41.35 
" E. W. Lord, for services as ward 
clerk April 1896, and sundries, 6.00 
" Henry Graves, for setting up and tak-
ing down and storing voting 
booth, Ward 1, 1.00 
" William H. Moore, for wood for 
Aldermen's room, 2.25 
April 8. " Palmer M. Saunders, for services as 
ballot clerk in Ward 3, March, 
1896, 2.00 
" Campbell Publishing Company, for 
publishing special ballot, April, 
1896. 13.50 
W. M. Haines, for services as mem-
ber of board of health, 29.25 
" T. F. Mahoney, for services as mem-
ber of board of Registration, 
March and April, 1896, 40.00 
" James H. Hopkins, for services as 
ward clerk, March and April, 
1896. 4. 
" Albert Higgins, for taking ballots to 
Ward 4, March and April, 1896, 4.< 
" Palmer M. Saunders, for services an 
ballot clerk in Ward 3, April 1896 2.( 
" E. W. Lord, for chair for Aldermen's 
room, 1. 
May 4. " George A. Parcher, for expressage 
on Assessor's books, 
" Ellsworth Water Co., for valves for 
sprinkling stand pipes, 9. 
" George W. Higgins, for services as 
warden in Ward 2, March and 
April, 1S96, 
Geo. H. Brooks, for services as bal-
lot clerk in Ward 2, March and 
April, 1896, 
4.1 
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May 4. Paid Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for station-
ery for Supt. of Schools, 5.50 
" Jeremiah Hurley, for salary as inspec-
tor of buildings, 1895, 50.00 
" M. H. Gray, for keeping tramps, 5.00 
" James T. Cushman, for keeping 
tramps, 26.37 
" Fred. A. Coombs, for stationery, 3.85 
" William K. McGown, for services as 
ballot clerk, in Ward 4, March 
and April, 1896, 4.00 
" H. W. Nason, for services as ballot 
clerk, in Ward 5, March and 
April, 1896, 4.00 
" Herbert E. Patten, for services as 
ward clerk, in Ward 4, March 
and April, 1896. 4.00 
" C. E. Pio, for repairing book-case 
in Aldermen's room, -90 
" John A. Lord, for services as clerk in 
Ward 5, March, 1896, 2.00 
' Charles E. Higgins, for services as 
election clerk in Ward 4, March 
and April, 1896, 4.00 
" Lorin, Short & Hammon, for btreet 
registration book for Assessors, 11.00 
" Stephen Monaghan, for services as 
warden in Ward 5, April, 1896, 2.00 
" Fred L. Frazier, for services as 
ward clerk, in Ward 3, March 
and April, 1896, 4.00 
" A. M. Moore, for services as election 
clerk, in Ward 4, March and 
April, 1896, 4.00 
" Calvin P. Joy, for services as elec-
tion clerk, Ward 5, April, 2.00 
" C. R. Foster, for chairs aud table 
furnished city in 1894, 3.80 
8. " Wm. H. Rice Post, G. A. R., for 
Memorial Day exercises, 50.00 
June 1. " James T. Cushman, for team to hanl 
engine, and keeping tramps, 4.50 
" E. P. Grindal, for wood for Alder-
men's room, 1-50 
" E. D. Carr, forservices as ballot clerk 
in Ward 1, March and April, 1896, 4.00 
" John H. Brimmer, for services as 
election clerk in Ward 1, March 
and April, 1896, 4.00 
" R. J. Leach, for services, as election 
clerk in Ward 5, March and April 
1896, 4.00 
211 
June 1. Paid Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for printing, $ 7.50 
" John G. Jordan, for services as 'war-
den in Ward 1, March and April, 
1896, 4.00 
" II. A. Moore, for postage stamps, etc, 4.00 
" A. H. Norris, for services as assessor 
of taxes and copying contracts, 124.72 
" Calvin P. Joy, for services as assess-
or of taxes, 90.00 
" A. E. Moore, for services as assessor 
of taxes, 88.00 
" L. B. Wyman, for 3 mos.' salary as 
city clerk, oil and postage, 38.12 
" J. A. Stuart, for services as election 
clerk, in Ward 2, March and 
April, 1896, 4 00 
6. " R. J. Leach, for 2 sheep, killed by 
dogs, ' 8.00 
Julv 8. " Chas. O. Burrill & Son, for insurance 
on Hancock ball, 270.00 
9. " Daniel Hurley, for burying hog, 2.00 
" James M. Moore, for services as 
warden, in Ward 4, March and 
April, 1896, and serving notice, 4.20 
" Geo. S. Ober, for services as election 
clerk in Ward 4, March and April, 
1896, 4.00 
" L. B. Wyman, for making annual re-
turn to Registrar of vital sta-
tistics, 25.00 
" John H. Abram, for setting up and 
taking down election booth in 
Ward 5, April, 1896, 1.00 
" David Bugbee & Co., for assessors' 
books, 1896, 23.00 
" C. A. Bellatty, for services as ward 
clerk, in Ward 1, March and 
April, 1896, 4.00 
" Edward Brady, Jr., for services as 
election clerk, in Ward 5, March 
and April, 1896, 4.00 
" John H. Leiand, for services as elec-
tion clerk, in Ward 1, March and 
April, 1896, 4.00 
" James T. Oushman, for keeking 
tramps and water tank, 1896, 13.10 
" Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for lumber 
for repairs to poor house, 7.50 
" A. W. Cushman, for material for re-
pairs to poor house, 19.88 
" Daniel T. Card, for painting and 
papering at poor house, 18.90 
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June 1. Paid Jas. F. Davis, for nails for repairs 
on poor house, $ .33 
" H. M. & B. Hall, for lumber for re-
pairs on poor house, 8.00 
" F. M. Wentwortb, for carpenter 
work on poor feouse, 9.60 
" J. P. Eldridge, for material for re-
pairs on poor house, 6.37 
" A. J. Mills, for labor repairing on 
poor house, 1.25 
" A. W. Curti3, for material for re-
pairing poor house, 2. 65 
" Humphrey Saunders, for 2 sheep 
killed by dogs, 6.00 
" Geo. A. Parcher, for expressage on 
assessors' book, .25 
" John A. Hale, for stationery, etc., 3.90 
" Horace Marks, for team to Alderman 
Norris, 1.50 
13. " J. T. Cushman, for maintaining iron 
water tank for a year, 1895, on 
Surry Road, 10.00 
28. " Robert Gerry, for services as Mayor, 100.00 
April 10. " Kings' Daughters, for maintaining 
reading room, 100.00 
12. " Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for printing, 1.50 
•' W. E. Doyle, for services as ballot 
clerk, April, 1896, 2.00 
" A. H. Norris. for services as assessor 
Of taxes, 41.28 
Aug. 12. " E. K. Woodward, for services as 
member of board of health, 26.00 
" Frederick a Coombs for stationery, 3.50 
" L. B. Wyman, for recording births, 
and deaths to August 1,1896, and 
making up fire inquest and re-
turn to Insurance Commissioners 
for 6 mas., preceding July 1, 
1896, ' 14.14 
" Martin Lampson for hauling Aid. 
Norris from meeting to Shady 
Nook, Aug. 12, 1896, ' 1.50 
Sept. 7. " D. L. Fields for copying and posting 
warrants, for September elec-
tion, 1896, 7.50 
" Ellsworth Water Co., for putting up 
stand pipe for sprinkler on State 
street, 36.25 
" L. B. Wyman, for 3 mos.' services 
as city clerk, etc., 56.50 
" George L. Gerry, for services as 
ballot clerk, Ward 3, March and 
April, 1896, 4.00 
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Sept. 7. Paid Hurley & Bresnahan, for burying 
dead hog, ' $ 1.50 
" B. F. Gray & Son, for sprinkling 
streets, season of 1896, 40.00. 
Oct. 6. " C. P. Joy, for services as Ward clerk 
in Ward 5, Sept., 1896, '2,00 
" John Davis, for services as Overseer 
of poor, 6 mos., 27.28. 
" Palmer M. Saunders, for services 
as ballot clerk in Ward 3, Sept., 
1896, 2.00 
" C. I. Welch, for cleaning Aldermen's 
room, 1.50 
" Stephen Monaghan, for services as 
warden, in Ward 5, Sept., 1896, 2.00 
" A. W. Curtis, for setting glass in 
City hall, .45 
E. E. Brady, for services as mem-
ber of Board of Registration, 
Sept., 1896, 24.00 
" T. F. Mahoney, for services as mem-
ber of Board of Registration, for 
September, 1896, 24.00 
" 0. R. Foster, for casket, etc., for 
John C. Reed, indigent soldier, 35.00 
" Henry Graves, for setting up and 
taking down voting booth in 
Ward 2, September, 1896, 1.00 
" A. W. Cushman, for services as pres-
ident of Board of Registration, in 
Ward 1, for September, 1896, 30.00 
" James T. Cushman, for keeping 
tramps and prisoners before trial, 10 48 
" Hiram W. Nason, for services as bal-
lot clerk, in Ward 5, for Sep-
tember, 1896, 2.00 
" William K. McGown, for services as 
ballot clerk in Ward 4, for Sep-
tember, 1896, 2.00 
" Chas. E. Higgins, for services as 
election clerk, in Ward 4, for 
September, 1896, 2.00 
" L. B. Wyman, for services as clerk 
of Board of Registration, etc., for 
September, 1896, 25.00 
Nov 2. " Howard Chemical Co., for ink 
crystals, -50 
" J. L. Hammett Co., for pencils and 
pen holders, 1-21 
" L. B. Wyman, for making check 
lists, warrants, etc., for Nov-
ember election, 1896, 18.38 
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Nov. 2. Paid D. L. Fields, for making and posting 
copies of warrants for November 
election, 7.50 
" Robert Gerry, for wood for Alder-
men's room, 5.31 
" Henry Graves, for sawing and stor-
ing wood for Aldermen's room, 1.25 
" Arthur F. Patten, for services as bal-
lot clerk in Ward 4, September, 
1896, 2.00 
" Herbert E. Patten, for services as 
ward clerk in Ward 4,September, 
1896, 2.00 
" Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for envelopes 
and advertising, 3.50 
" John A. Hale, for paper, 1.25 
" Lewis Fiiend & Co.. for clothing de-
livered Mrs. Glass for her son, 19.00 
" Robert Gerry, for 3 1-2 cords of wood 
for city hall, 15.37 
Dec. 7 • " John G. Jordan, for services as 
warden in Ward 1, September 
and November, 1896, 4.00 
" S. P. Stock bridge, for services as 
ballot clerk in Ward 5, April, 
September and November, 1896, 6.00 
" E. E. Brady, for services as member 
of Board of Registration Novem-
ber, 1896, 24.00 
" Emerson D. Carr, for services as 
bil lot clerk in Ward 1, Septem 
ber and November, 1896, 4.00 
" G. W. Higgins, for services as ward-
en in Ward 2, September and No-
vember, 189(i, 4.00 
" A. W. Cushman, for services as pres-
ident of Board of Registration, 
November, 1896, 30.00 
" Wm. E. Doyle, for services as elec-
tion clerk, in Ward 1, September 
and November, 1896, 4.00 
" T. F. Mahoney, for services as mem-
ber of Board of Registration, 
November, 1896, 24.00 
11 C. A. Bellatty, for services as ward 
clerk, in Ward 1, September and 
November, 1896, 4.00 
" J. H. Hopkins, for services as ward 
clerk, in Ward 2, September and 
November, 1896, 4.00 
" Curtis R. Foster, for casket, etc., for 
Nathaniel A. Thomas, indigent 
soldier, 35.00 
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Dec. 7. Paid Geo. H. Brooks, for services as elec-
tion clerk, in Ward 2, September 
and November, 1896, 4.00 
Herbert E. Patten, for services as 
ward clerk, in Ward 4, November, 
1896, 2.00 
" H. F. Maddocks, for taking ballots to 
Ward room, Ward 4, November, 
1896, 2 00 
" G. R. L ell, for services as warden 
pro tem., in Ward 3, Nov., 1896, 2.00 
" P. M. Saunders, for services as bal-
lot clerk, in Ward 3, Nov., 1896, 2.(10 
" Fred W. Googins, for taking down 
voting booth in Ward 5, Septem-
ber, 1896, .50 
" Stephen Monaghan, for services as 
warden in Ward 5, November, 
1896, 2.00 
" Wm. K. McGown, for services as 
ballot clerk in Ward 4, Novem-
ber, 1896, 2.00 
" Hiram W. Nason, for services as 
ballot clerk in Ward 5, Novem-
ber, 1896, 2.00 
" A. E. Higgins, for taking ballots to 
Ward 4, September, 1896, 2.00 
" Thomas J. Holmes, for paid ticket 
for tramps, 1-00 
" C'alvin P. Joy, for services as ward 
clerk in Ward 5, November, 1896, 2.00 
" John H. Leland, for services as 
election clerk in Ward 1, Sep-
tember and November, 1896, 4.00 
" J. A. Stuart, for services as election 
clerk in Ward 2, September and 
November, 18£6, 
A. M. Moore, for services as election 
clerk in Ward 4, September and 
November, 1896, 
" James M. Moore, for services as 
warden in Ward 4, September 
and November, 1896, and carry-
ing message to clerk, 
" L. B. Wyman, for 3 months 'services 
as citv clerk and clerk of Board 
of Registration November, 1896, 55.64 
W T. Doyle, for services as ballot 
clerk in Ward 2, Sept. and Nov. 
1896, 4 0 0 
•• A G. Jellison, for services, as bal-
lot clerk in Ward 3, Sept. and 
Nov. , 1896, 4-00 
4.00 
4.00 
5.00 
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Dec. 7. Paid J. L. Hammett Co., for pencils, « .50 
" Henry J. Hennessey, for putting up 
and taking down voting booth in 
Ward 5, Nov., 1896, 1.00 
Henry Gould, for supplies for 
tramps, 3.80 
" Charles E. Higgins, for services as 
election clerk, in Ward 4, Nov., 
1896, 2.00 
" Fred L. Frazier, for services as 
ward clerk, in Ward 3, Sept. and 
Nov., 1896, 4.00 
" George S. Moore, for 3-2 cord of 
stave slabs, for Aldermen's room, 1.25 
" Campbell Pub. Co., for advertising 
bids, 1.50 
" Maynard Ii. Murch, placing buoys 
in Union river, s 60 
1897. 
Jan. 4. " Frederick A. Coombs for blank 
books, etc., 8.05 
u C. P. Googins for building bunks 
for tramps, 3.20 
" A. F. Patten, for services as ballot 
clerk in Ward 4, Nov. 1896, 2.00 
" Henry Graves, for putting up and 
taking down voting booth in 
ward 2, Nov., 1896, 1.00 
" Joseph Nason, for wood for Alder-
men's room, 1.75 
" George L. Gerry, for services as 
ballot clerk, in Ward 3, Sept. 
1896, 2.00 
" S. I. Grant, for wood for Hancock : 
hall, 23.90 
Feb. 1. " F. H. Gould for rent of lot, lu.00 
" Edward Brady, Jr., for services as 
election clerk, in Ward 5, Sep-
tember and November, 1896, 4.00 
" Calvin P. Joy, balance for services 
as assessor of taxes, 1896, 36.00 
" Burrill Lumber Co., for lumber, 2.51 
" James T. Cushman, for keeping-
tramps, etc., 7.34 
" Roderick McDonald, for wood for 
Aldermen's room, 5.00 
" A. M. Hopkins, for supplies for 
tramps, 5 24 
" C. M. Witham, for services as 
warden in Ward 3, March, 
April and September, 1896, 6.00 
" Henry Graves, for sawing and stor-
ing wood tor Aldermen's room, 1.75 
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50.00 
5.00 
Feb X. Paid A. H. Norris, for services as assess-
or of taxes, '20 1-2 days, $41.00 
" L. B. Wyman, for sundry services, 27.75 
" L. W. Hodgkins for sundry medical 
services and reports from 1891 to 
1896, 20.75 
" E. E. Brady & Co., for granite street 
crossing, 7-50 
" Ellsworth Water Co., for labor on 
hydrant, High street, 16.00 
Feb. 5. " Robert Gerry, bal. of salary as 
mayor, 
6. " John C. Gordon, for damage to 
carriage on Boggy Brook road, 
" C. I. Welch, damage to carriage on 
South street, 5-00 
" Josiah H. Higgins, for commission 
on $436.40, collected on tax of 
1893, at 1 3-4 per cent., 7.54 
" Josiah H. Higgins, for commission 
on $1904.76 collected on tax of 
1894 at 2 per cent., 38.10 
" A. K. Woodward, for commission on 
87,600 15, collected on tax of 
1895, at 1 1-2 per cent., 114.00 
" A. K. Woodward, for commission on 
$34,458,89, collected on tax of 
1896, at 1 1-2 per cent., 516.88 
" E. F. Robinson, treasurer, commiss-
ion as treasurer for 1896, 250.00 
" To balance to new account, 728.55 
$4722.69 
SCHOOL HOUSE FUND. 
C R 
Feb91 ' s. By balance from 1895, -$132.28 
Afar 16. ' ' Appropriation, 
" Amount transferred from unappro-
priated money fund by vote of 
board of aldermen, August 12th., 
1896, .„ 
" Amount overdrawn, 
$1075.63 
EXPENDITURES. 
Mlr9 62. Paid C. H. Grindal, for material and re 
E.apS 'Grindell, for repairs to school 
house, No. 19, 
500.00 
300.00 
$ 12.13 
1 . 6 0 
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Mar. 2. Paid Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for ma-
terial f i r repairs, 54.37 
" H. F. Maddoeks, for labor on sehool-
house, Nos. 1 and 19, 6.00 
" Charles J. Treworgv for shingles for 
" Shore road school house, 18.38 
" E. S. Stevens,for repairing windows, 
painting blackboards, etc., 12.00 
July 9. " A. M. Foster, for repairing, 5.40 
Aug. 12. " Wescott & Thurber, for repairs to 
foundation of school house, 13,75 
Sept. 7. " Ohas. E. Higyins, labor on school 
building No. 8, 14.63 
" J. H. Higgins, for repairs to school-
house, No. 4, 31.75 
" Charles W. Beal & Co., for painting 
school-house, No. 18, 69.00 
" Wescott & Thurber for repairs on 
school-house, no's 5 and 15, 65.50 
" Hamilton Maddoeks, for painting 
school-house No. 7, 13.13 
" E. E. Brady & Co., for paints, oil, etc., 24.08 
Oct. 6. " E- P. Grindle, for hasps, etc., 1.48 
" Jos. H. Nason, for labor on school-
house, No. 9, 19.38 
" A. W. Nason, for labor on shed, 
school, No. 9, 18.88 
" Emery Patten, for hauling lumber, 3.50 
" C. H. Grindal, for sundries, 12.70 
" C. R. Foster for chairs and window 
sliades, 3.75 
" A. M. Foster for repairing school 
houses, 252.66 
• " Jonathan A. Staples, for building 
wood shed, No. IS, 114.48 
" J. P- Eldridge, for material for 
repairs, 4.92 
" Daniel T. Card, for painting Water 
street school house, 16.00 
" James Clough, for labor on outbuild-
ings, school Nos. 6 and 18, 1.50 
" I. H. W. Wharff, paid for sundries, 6.88 
" N. E. Beale for painting school house, 
No. 15, 16.00 
" W. H. Moore, for hauling sand, etc., 14.75 
" M. M. Moore, for furnishing labor on 
school-house No. 18, 9.25 
" D. N. Moore, for labor repairing 
school-house, 13.50 
" Morrison & Joy, for material for re-
pairs, 5.52 
" A. W. Curtis, for material for repairs, 2.77 
" W. I. Macomber, for mason work, 25.62 
211 
Oct. 6. Paid Lerov Moore, for labor on school-
house No. 18, $ 2.25 
" W. H. rirown, for labor on school 
house No. 18, 7.87 
Nov . 2. " Jotham A. Staples, for labor on 
school-houses, 4.35 
41 A. H- Maddoeks, for painting wood 
shed, school No. 9, 4.81 
" John H. Leland, for conductor irons 
for school-house No. 4, 1.50 
" J. H. Higgins, for labor on Water St. 
school-house, 4.50 
" F. A. Meader, for labor on grounds of 
school No. 10, 12.00 
" Morrison & Joy for material for re-
pairs, 3.07 
Dec. 7. H. M. & B. Hall, for lumber, 9.48 
" Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for lumber, 113.52 
" Henry Moore, for labor on school-
house, No. 18, 1.60 
" Morrison Joy, for night latch, .90 
" E. J. Moore, for making steps for 
school-house No. 2, 1.50 
A. M. Foster, for lumber and labor, 13.49 
" D. N. Moore, for stock and labor on 
school-house No. 6, 4.50 
" E. S. Stevens, for stock and labor, 5.08 
81,075.63 
1866. 
SCHOOL FUND. 
C R . 
Mar. 16. Bv Balance from 1895, S 546.28 
Appropriation, 4,500.00 
" Amount received from State, 3,546.56 
" Amount transferred from unappro-
priated money fund by vote of 
the Board o f ' Aldermen, Sept. 
7, 1896, 150.00 
" Amount overdrawn, 280.25 
89,023.09 
EXPENDITURES. 
1896 
Feb 18 P a i d town of Orland, for Ellsworth's share 
of expense of union schools, $ 149.2o 
Mar 2 " J. A. Phillips, for wood for school 
No. 8, n - 5 0 
" Campbell Pub. Co., for printing 
school report, etc., 39.40 
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Mar. 2. Paid E. F. Robinson, for clock, $ 3.26 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor of 
grammar school, east side, 12.05 
14. " Ralph H. Wescott, for services as 
janitor of school No. 14, 10.00 
" Susie M. Byrne, for teaching school 
No. 14, 10 weeks, 100.00 
" E. F. Bowdoin, for teaching school 
No. 6 for 10 weeks, 100.00 
'• Ernest E Ray, for services as janitor 
of school No. 4, 10.00 
16. Kate E. Laffin, for teaching school 
No. 4, 10 weeks, 95.00 
21. " HattieF. Remick, for teaching school 
No. 13, 10 weeks, 100.00 
" Annie L. McFarland, for teaching 
school No. 5, 10 weeks, 100.00 
" Walter J. Hamilton for services as 
janitor in school No. 6, 10.00 
24. " Willie N. Holt, for services as janitor 10.00 
in school No. 13, 
26. " Charlotte S. Dorman, for teaching 
school No. 19, 12 weeks, 111.60 
28. " John G. Haskell, for services as jani-
tor at School street school-house, 7.60 
" Lena E. Grindell, for teaching in 
school No. 18, 12 weeks, 96.00 
" Albert Smith, for services as janitor in 
Water street school, 11.00 
" John H. Abram, for services as jani-
tor in school No. 15, 25.00 
" Elizabeth True, for services as prin-
cipal of east side grammar school, 
12 weeks, 144.00 
" Annie F. Mullan, for teaching in east 
side grammar school, 12 weeks, 96.00 
" Frank H. Grant, for care of brick 
school-house, Pine street, 12 
weeks, 31.00 
" Mary H. Black, for teaching State 
street school, 12 weeks, 109.50 
" Lenora G. Higgins, for teaching 
Water street school, 12 weeks, 108.00 
" Mary C. Higgins, for teaching in 
east side grammar school, 12 
weeks, 48.60 
" Carl W. Leighton, lor services as 
janitor in school No 5, 10 weeks, 10.00 
" Carrie E. Cochrane, for teaching 
schoo l .No . 18, 12 weeks, 120.00 
" C. E. Pio, for services as janitor and 
repairing in State street school, 21.95 
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Mar. 28. Paid Sadie A.. Joy, for teaching interme-
diate school No. 18, 12 weeks, $ 96.00 
" Charles H. Jordan, for services as 
janitor in Shore road school, 12 
weeks, 12.00 
" Abbie E. Joy, for teaching' interme-
diate school, Pine street,12 weeks, 108.00 
l i L. J. Backus, for teaching primary 
school, Pine street, 12 weeks, 108.00 
Mar. 30. " C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 
east side grammar school, * 11.40 
31. " Edward Haney, for services as jani-
tor in school No. 18 and sundries 57.62 
April 4. " Mary A. Stockbridge, for teach-
ing sub-grammar school, No. 15, 108.00 
" Mary A. Gaynor, for teaching gram-
mar school, No. 15, 120.00 
8. " W. M. Haines, for wood, 22.50 
" J. L. Hammett Co., for maps and 
desks, 15.00 
" Hancock County Pub. Co., for print-
ing, 1.25 
May 4. " A. Flanigan, for books, 1.50 
" C. E. Pio, for repairs, 1.20 
" Mrs. Alpheu3 Moore, for cleaning 
school-house Nt . 18, 6.00 
" Philander Jordan, for cleaning school-
house No. 2, 3.00 
" Winfield S. Moore, for cleaning 
school house No. 1, 8.00 
" Mrs. P. A. Jordan, lor cleaning school-
house No. 19, 2.50 
" Mrs. Frank Carter, for cleaning 
school house No. 6, 4.00 
" Henry Moore, for work on school-
houses, 4.40 
" Llewellyn Barton, for books, 7.20 
" George F. King & Merrill, for pens, 
etc., 1-50 
" C. E. Pio, for repairs on Pine street 
school-house, 1-90 
" Leonard L. Franks, for repairs on 
school-house, No. 5, 1-00 
" Campbell Publishing Co., for print-
ing, 1-50 
" Frederick A. Coombs, for sundries, 1.10 
June 1. " C. E. Pio, for repairing No. 18, 2.87 
" H. A. Moore, expressage, etc., 1-03 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor in 
east side grammar school, 23.04 
" J. P. Eldridge, for school supplies, 22.10 
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June 1. Paid Mrs. Richard Hawkes, for cleaning in 
school No. 15, a 5.25 
" Geo. P. King & Merrill, for paper, 9.00 
" Geo. H. Grant, for insurance, 57.75 
" J. G. Barron, for wood and labor, 2.00 
" Wm. A. Austin, for wood, 2.00 
20. " Annie A. Moore, for teaching school,, 
No. 17, 10 weeks, 50.00 
" Margaret E. Laflin, for teaching 
school No. 9, 10 weeks, 65.00 
" Kate E. Laffin, for teaching school 
No. 4, 10 weeks, 80.00 
" Mary A. Grindell, for teaching 
'school No. 1, 10 weeks, 80.00 
" Minnie H. Moore, for teaching school 
No. 11, 10 weeks, 75.00 
" Ella F. Jordan, for teaching school 
No. 18, 10 weeks, 100.00 
" Lena E. Grindle, for teaching school 
No. IS, 10 weeks, 80.00 
" Annie F. Mullan, for teaching in 
East side Grammar school, 10 2 5 
weeks, 83.20 
" Hettie F. Remick, for teaching 
school No. 13, 10 weeks, 85.00 
" L. J. Backus, for teaching Pine street 
primary school, 10 weeks, 90.00 
" Mary C. Higgins, for teaching in east 
side grammar school, 10 2-5 
weeks, 46.80 
" Leonora G. Higgins, for teaching 
Water street school, 10 1-5 weeks, 91.80 
" Mary H. Black, for teaching State 
street school, 10 weeks, 90.00 
" Abbie E. Joy, for teaching Pine street 
intermediate school,10 1-5 weeks, 91.80 
" Marie K. Maddoeks, for teaching 
school No 2, 10 weeks, 6-5.00 
" Effie F. Walker, for teaching school 
No. 8, 10 weeks, 55.00 
' ' Elizabeth True, for teaching east 
side grammar school, 10 2-5 
weeks, 124.80 
" Susie M. Byrne, for teaching school 
No. 14, 10 weeks, 82.50 
" Annie L. McFarland, for teaching 
HCIIOOI No. 5, 10 weeks, 85.00 
" Mary K. Gaynor, for teaching west 
side grammar school,10 2-5 weeks, 104.00 
" Mary A. Stockbridge, for teaching 
school No. 15, 10 weeks, 90.00 
" Susie M. Hart, for teaching school 
No. 7, 10 weeks, 83 25 
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4.00 
June 20. Paid Lizzie S. Moore , for teaching school 
No- 6, 9 weeks, $81.00 
" Charlotte S. Dorman, for teaching 
school No. 19, 10 weeks, 90.00 
" Mabel A. Bridges, for teaching school 
No. 10, 10 weeks, 80.00 
" Sadie A. Jov, for teaching school No. 
18, 10 weeks, 80.00 
" Ralph Wescott , for services as jani-
tor in school No. 14, 4.00 
" CM:;, s. Smith, for services as janitor 
in Water street school , 5.00 
" "W. P. Pio, for services as janitor in 
State street school , ' 12.50 
" Frank H. Grant, for services as jani-
tor in Pine street school , 15.65 
" Cairo l l Jcrd;:n, for services as janitor 
in schoo l No. 4, 4.00 
" Carl Leighton, for services as janitor 
in school No. 5, 
•• Will ie N. Holt , for services as janitor 
in school No . 5, 4.00 
" John Abram, for services as janitor in 
school No . 15, 16.00 
" Charles Jordan, for services as jani-
tor in school No. 19, 4.00 
Julv 3 " B e r t i e Cottle, f or services as janitor 
J ' in school No . 6, 1-60 
Julv 9. " R. J. Hamilton, for cleaning schoo l -
house No. 9, 
A. W . Cushman & Son for paint, etc. , 
" A E. Moore , supplies for schools, 
" Willie N. Holt , for storing banking of 
school No. 13, -50 
" G e o S. Moore , for repairs on school 
No. 2, 
" Mrs. James Smith, for cleaning 
Pine street school -house , 2.50 
" J. P. Eldridge for lead pipes, 
" R B Holmes , for w o o d for school 
No. 5, . . R -
•• Edgar Jordan, for repairing, - b 0 
" C I. We l ch , for services as janitor m 
east side grammar school , 
" H =V Moore , for sundries paid out, 5.80 
« John C. Reed, for rope for flag-staff, 
" F. S. Smith tor r ibbon for diplomas, 
grammar school , 
" Philander Jordan, for w o o d for 
school No. 2, 
" Fred Moore , for carrying school chil-
dren from dist. No. 16 to dist. 
No. 18, 
3.50 
11.35 
6.83 
50 
50 
3.20 
1.50 
.65 
.50 
. 80 
.80 
85. 
.60 
52.00 
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July 9. Paid Eliza E Ingalls, for board of daugh-
ter of John H. Richardson, S 4.00 
A. W. Curtis, for screws and glass, .90 
Augustus E. Jones, for wood, etc-
for school No. 13, 6.26 
A. V. Carter, for water for school 
No. 11, 3.00 
L. D. Moore, for wood for school No. 
17, 3.00 
Morrison & Joy, for latches and 
fastenings, 2.58 
E. E. Brady & Co., for paint for 
district No. 7, 1.60 
John A. Hale, for paper, etc., 9.29 
I. L. Hodgkins, for putting rods on 
map, .75 
Campbell Pub. Co., for printing, 5.25 
Pearl F. Moore, for services as janitor 
in school No. 18, 15.60 
Byron H. Meader, for services as 
janitor in school No. 10, 2.50 
H. A. Moore, for paid Bundry e x -
penses, 3.26 
H. A. Moore, for expenses to Augus-
ta to attend meeting of Super-
intendent of State, 7.40 
George J. Whittaker for repairs to 
schorl-house No. 18, 1.00 
H. M. & B. Hall, for pine boards, .38 
A. B. Dick Co., for stencil paper, 7.20 
Hancock County Pub. Co., for 
printing, 4.25 
Pearl F. Moore, for sawing wood, 1.38 
Frederick A. Coombs, for stationery, 7.35 
Campbell Pub. Co., for printing, 3.00 
H. A. Moore, for paid expressage, 
etc., 2.00 
I. H. W. Wharff, cash paid out, 7.60 
L. D. Patten, for wood for school 
No. 7, 2.00 
B. F. Carter,for wood for school No. 6, 2.00 
Austin H. Joy, for brooms and pails, 3.70 
A. B. Dick Co., for type writer at-
tachment, etc., 10.00 
J. A. Phillips, for wood for No. 8, 2.00 
J. M. Barbour, for cleaning school-
house No. 4, 5.50 
Hancock County Pub. Co., for print-
ing, ' 2.50 
Morrison & Joy, for sundries, 2.37 
Edward E. Richardson, for teaching 
school No 11, • 36.00 
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Oct. 6, " . Mary Alexander, for teaching pen-
manship, $27.00 
" C. I. Welch for services as janitor, 
etc., east side grammar school, 36.97 
" Hancock Co. Pub. Co , for printing, 1,00 
" C. 11. Grindal, for sundries, 13.98 
" Geo. H. Grant, for insurance, 82.50 
" O. W. Tapley, for insurance, 78.75 
" J. M. Barbour, for repairs to school-
house No. 4, 1.00 
" Vim Smith, for carrying books, etc., 2.00 
" Whiting Bros , for brooms, etc., 4.32 
" Charles E Higgins, for cleaning 
school-house, 150 
30. " Annie R. Stockbridge, for teaching 
school No. 7, 7 weeks, 49.00 
31. " Mabel A. Bridges, ior teaching school 
No. 10, 10 v eeks, 80.00 
" Annie A. Moore, for teaching school 
No. 17, 10 weeks, 50.00 
Nov 4 " Edward E. Richardson, for teaching 
school No. 11, 50.40 
2. " I. H. W. Wharff, for school supplies, 1.25 
" Herman E. Hill, rent for school-house 
lot, 10.00 
" E. P. Pond, for cleaning water closet, 
grammar school, 2.50 
" Charles T. Joy, for wood for school 
No. 5, ' 1-62 
" J. L. Hammett Co., for school sup-
plies, 49.36 
" Howard Chemical C o , for ink 
crystals, I-0 0 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor in 
east side grammar school, 11.65 
" E P. Grindell, for wood for school 
No. 19, 4.00 
" John A. Hale, for paper, 6.50 
" Lloyd H. Higgins, tor sweeping Water 
street school-hi.use, -50 
" James Norten, for wood for school 
No. 15, ° - 5 0 
Nov 7 " Sadie A. Joy, for teaching school No. 
2, 10 weeks, fa5-U0 
" Mary A. Grindle, for teaching school 
No. 1, 10 weeks, 80 00 
1-2 " Lawrence O. Moore, for services as 
janitor in school No. 2, 4.00 
14 » Hettie F. Remick, for teacking school 
No. 13, 10 weeks, 85-00 
" Benjamin Garland, for services as jan-
itor in school No. 17, 2 . 0 0 
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Nov. 14. Paid Ralph Wi^cott, for services as janitor 
in school No. 14, « 5.00 
Susie M. Byrne, for teaching school 
No. 14,'10 weeks, 82.50 
Annie L. McFarland, for teaching 
.-ichool No. 5, 10 weeks, 85.00 
Kate E. Liffin, for teaching school 
No. 4, 10 weeks, 80.00 
Willie Holt, for services as janitor in 
school No. 13, 4.00 
Carl W. Li-ighton, for services as 
janitor in school No. 5, 4.00 
Carroll Jordan, for services as janitor 
in school No. 4, 4.00 
Effie F. Walker, for teaching school 
No. 8, 13 weeks, 78.00 
Margaret E. Laffin,. for teaching 
school No. 9, 13 weeks, 91.00 
Mrs. S. L. Porter, for teaching East 
side grammar school, 12 weeks, 121.00 
Annie F Mullan, for teaching in East 
side grammar school, 105.00 
Mary C, Higgins, for teaching in East 
side grammar school, 12 weeks, 72.00 
Mary H. Black, for teaching State 
street school, 12 weeks, 108.00 
Leonora G. Higgins, for teaching 
Water street school, 12 weeks, 108.00 
Abbie E. Joy, for teaching Pine street 
intermediate school, 12 weeks, 108.00 
L. J. Backus, for teaching Pine street 
primary school, 12 weeks, 108.00 
Lizzie S. Moore, for teaching school 
No. 6. 12 weeks, 108.00 
Mary A. Gaynor, for teaching west 
side grammar school, 12 weeks, 120.00 
Mary A. Stockbridge, for teaching 
west side sub-grammar school, 12 
weeks, " 108.00 
Ella F. Jordan, for teaching grammar 
school No. 18, 12 weens, 120.00 
Lillian M. Hardy, for teaching inter-
mediate school No. 18, 12 w. eks, 103.60 
Lena E. Grindell, ; for teaching pri-
mary scdool No. 18, 12 weeks, 96.00 
W. S. Frost, for teaching grammar 
school No. 18, 12 weeks, 60.00 
Charlotte S. Dorman, for teaching 
school No. 19, 12 weeks, 108.00 
Annie R. Stockbridge, for teaching 
State street school, 6 weeks, 12.00 
Henry Card, for services as janitor in 
Infant street school, 4.80 
H E P O l t T OF C I T Y G O V E R N M E N T . •21) 
Dec. 5. Paid Walter E. Pio, for services as janitor 
in State street school, $ 9.00 
" Charles A. Smith, for services as 
janitor in Water street school, 9.00 
" Frank Grant, for services as janitor in 
Pine street school, 19.10 
" Henry J. Hennessey, for services as 
janitor in schoool No. 15, 15.00 
" Carl H. Jordan, for services as jani-
tor in School No. 19, 4.80 
Dec. 7. " Pearl H\ Moore, for services as jani-
tor m school No. 18, 18.25 
" Campbell Pub. Co., for paper, etc., 1.90 
" Alden V. Carter, for wood and water 
for school No. 11, 23.00 
" Robert Gerry, for wood, 17.00 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor 
in east side grammar school, 13.75 
" Mrs. Shorv, for cleaning Water street 
school-house, 2 75 
•• I. H. W.Wharff , for cash paid for sun-
dries, 8 25 
" Edgar Jordan, for wood, 2.62 
" Fred Moore, for carrying scholars 
from Dist. No. 16 to school No. 
18, 12 weeks, 60.00 
" Mrs. E. B. Holt, for wood, etc., 13.00 
" Erastus J. Moore, for setting seats in 
school No. 2, 1.00 
" Llewellyn H. Danico, for cleaning 
out buildings and hauling gravel 
for school No. 17, 1-26 
" E. S. Stevens, for blackboard and 
painting, 3.50 
" Loring, Short & Harmon, for order 
books, 7 - 5 0 
" E. J. Moore, for banking school-house 
No. 2 with stave slabs, 3.37 
" F. B. Aiken, for sundry supplies, 44.12 
" W H Moore, for wood for school 
No. 18, 44.10 
12 " Edward E. Richardson, for teaching 
school No. 11, 1 month, 38.00 
26 " Carrie B. Cochrane, for teaching 
school No. 7, 7 weeks, 57.75 
28 " Roscoe Maddoeks, for services as 
janitor in school No. J , 3.50 
1897 
Jan 2. " Mabel A. Bridges, for teaching school 
No. 10, 8 weeks, 64.00 
4. " Frederick A. Coombs, for pencils and 
paper, 2 35 
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Jail. 4. Paid George H. Grant, for insurance, 860.00 
" Nahum Flood, for wood for school 
No". 6, 10.00 
" Everett Tinker, for labor and material 
repairing school-house No. 14, 5.80 
" I. H. W. Wharff, for paid sundries, 2.15 
" Hiram Grant, for sawing and storing-
wood for school No. 14, 2.00 
9. " Edward E. Richardson for teaching 
school No. 11, 1 month, 38.00 
16. " Sidney R. Moore, for services as jan-
itor in school No. 2, 4.80 
" Mary A. Grindell, for teaching school 
No. 1, 8 weeks, 64.00 
" Sadie A. Joy, for teaching school No. 
2, 8 wee'ks, 60.00 
" Simon Garland, for services as janitor 
of school No. 1, 28 week*, ' 14.32 
" Annie A. Moore, for teaching school 
No. 17, 8 weeks, 44.00 
" Geo. H. Meader, for services as jani-
tor in school No. 10, 4.00 
25. " Everett Marks, for teaching high 
school No. 8, 1 month, 55.00 
29. " B. C. Garland for services as janitor 
in school No. 17, 4.00 
30. " W. E. Kenney, for teaching east side 
grammar school, 1 month, 60.00 
Feb. 1. " I. H. W . Wharff, for paid expressage, 
etc , 2.15 
" E. P. Grindle, for wood, 4.50 
" Thorp & Martin Co., for books, 3.60 
" Wellington Haslam, for wood, 165.25 
" John H. Patten, for work on school-
house No. 5, 1.00 
" Hancock Co., Pub. Co., for paper 
and printing, 4.60 
" Silver, Burdell & Co., for school sup-
plies, 112.79 
" E. F. Robinson, for repairing clocks, 2.90 
3. " C. I. Welch, for services as janitor of 
east side grammar school, 11.00 
89,023.09 
HIGH SCHOOL FUND. 
1896. CR. 
Feb. 6. By Balance from 1895, s 62.81 
Mar. 16. " Appropriation, 2,000.00 
" Amount received from State, 125.00 
" Amount received for tuition from non-
resident pupils, 53.66 
_$2,241.47 
2-1 R E P O R T OF CITY G O VERNMEiNT. 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
1896. 
Feb. 28. Paid Clio M. Chileott, for teachings weeks, $ 40.00 
29. " Harry E. Walker, for teaching, 4 
weeks, 40.00 
" W. H. Dresser, for services as princi-
pal, 122.22 
Mar. 2. " Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for paper and 
cutting, 1.00 
" C. M. Brooks, for weather strips, 1.50 
2. " C. I. Welch, tor services as janitor, 15 10 
30. " C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 14.90 
31. " Harrry E. Walker, lor teaching as 
sub principal, 4 weeks, 40.00 
Apr. 1. " W . H. Dresser, for services as prin-
cipal, 122.00 
" Clio M. Chileott, for teaching, 11 
weeks, 40.00 
30. " W . H. Dresser, for services as princi-
pal, 85.00 
May 9. " Harry E. Walker, for teaching as sub-
principal, 4 weeks, 40.00 
16. " Clio M. Chileott, for teaching, 5 
weeks, 50.00 
29. " W. H. Dresser, for services as 
principal, 100. Oo 
June 1. " Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for paper, 1.00 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 27.35 
" Frank S Lord, for coal, 33.60 
20. " W . H. Dresser, for services as prin-
cipal, 120.67 
" Clio M. Chileott, for teaching, 5 
weeks, 50.00 
" Harry E Walker, for teaching as sub-
principal, 6 weeks, 60.00 
July 9. " F. S. Smith, for ribbon for diplomas, 2.76 
" John C. Reed, for labor on high 
school flag staff, 2.91 
" Geo. A. Parcher, for Alcohol and 
Littimus paper, .65 
" .lohn A. Hale, for paper, 3.60 
" H. A. Moore, for expressage, .60 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 9.35 
" Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for printing, 7 75 
" Shaw Business College, 5.60 
Sept. 7. " H. A. Moore, for paid for tuning 
piano, 2 0 0 
26. " H. A. Moore, for services as prin-
cipal, 
Oct. 6. " P- A. Smith, for labor on electric 
bells, 
60 .00 
.70 
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Oct.6. Paid Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for report cards, 8 3.00 
" Llewellyn Barton, for register, .76 
" I. H. W. Wharff, for paid for exam-
ination papers, etc,, 2.00 
" Whiting Bros., for ribbon, 1.23 
Oct. 21. " H. A. Moore, for services as prin-
cipal, fall term, 100.00 
" Harry E. Walker, for teaching as 
sub-principal, 5 weeks, 55.00 
Nov. i . " C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 13.30 
" John A. Hale, for paper, 3.25 
6. " Clio M. Chileott, for teaching, 8 
weeks, 96.00 
14. " Harry E. Walker, for teaching as 
sub-principal. 4 weeks, 44,00 
26. " II. A. Moore, for services as princi-
pal, 100.00 
Dcc. 7. " A. M. Foster, for stock and labor cn 
high school-room, 2.87 
" F. B. Aiken, for stock and labor 
on high school-room, 6.50 
" Hancock Pub. Co., for paper, 1.75 
" E. P. Pond, for cleaning water closet, 2.00 
" C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 16.85 
12. " Clio M. Chileott, for teaching, 5 
weeks, 60.00 
" Harry E. Walker, forteaching as sub-
principal, 4 weeks, 44.00 
21. " H. A. Moore, for services as princi -
pal, 140.00 
1897. 
Jan. 4. " E. E. Rowe, for rules and hasps, 2.75 
" P. A. Smith, for battery, 1.25 
" I. H. W. Wharff, for paid for sundries, 3.00 
25. " Harry E. Walker, for teaching as 
sub-principal, 4 weeks, 44.00 
Feb. 1. " I. H. W. Wharff, for paid sundries, 2.45 
" Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for paper and 
printing, 10.50 
" Frank S. Lord for coal, 50.94 
" Isaac L. Hodgkins, for blackboard, 2.25 
3. " C. I. Welch, for services as janitor, 22.00 
6. " H. A. Moore, for services as princi-
pal, 200.00 
To balance to new account, 109.57 
$2,241.47 
COMMERCIAL HIGH SCHOOL FUND. 
1896. Cr. 
Feb. 8. By Balance from 1895, $ 59.36 
Mar. 16. " Appropriation, 250.00 
••1309.36 
2-1 R E P O R T OF C I T Y G O V E R N M E i N T . 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
1896. 
Feb. 18. Paid H. F. Maddoeks, for teaching, 1 
month, $ 70.00 
Mar. 13. " H. F. Maddoeks, for teaching, 1 
month, 70.60 
17. " Howard H. Adams, for services as 
janitor, 24.25 
May 4. " C. E. Pio, for labor, 4.50 
" Frederick A. Coombs, for sundries, 3.37 
July 9. " A. W. Cushman & Son, for furniture 
for school-room, 3.20 
1897. 
•Ian. 4. To transfer to text book fund, 133.44 
S 309.36 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS FUND. 
• 1896. C R . 
March 16. By Appropriation, $600.00 
EXPENDITURES. 
1896. 1896. 
Apr 8. Paid E. W. Lord, salary as Supt. of school, for Mar., 
May 4. " " ' " " 
June 1. 
July 9. 
Aug. 12. 
fcept. 7. 
Oct. 6. 
" 31. 
Dec. 7. 
" 28 . 
1897. 
Feb. 1. 
Feb. 6. 
H. A. Moore, 
I .H. W. Wharff, 
To Balance new account, 
Apr., 
May, 
June, 
July, 
Aug., 
Sept., 
Oct., 
Nov., 
Dec., 
1897. 
Jan., 
$48.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
50.00 
52.00 
8600.00 
1896. 
Feb. 8. 
Mar. 16. 
Apr. 24. 
1897. • 
Jan. 4. 
TEXT BOOK FUND. 
By Balance from 18C5, 
" Appropriation, 
" Tuition (use of books), 
Transfer from 
fund, 
Commercial school 
C R . 
14.89 
500.00 
6 . 0 0 
133.44 
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Feb. 5. 
6. 
1896. 
Mar. 2. 
April 8. 
l lay 4. 
June 1. 
Aug. 12. 
Sept. 7. 
Oct. 6. 
Nov . 2. 
Dec . 7. 
1897. 
Feb. 1. 
Feb. 6. 
" T e x t books sold and amount paid to 
Treas., Jan. 19, 1897, 
" Amt. paid C. H. Drummey, Treas., 
by H F. Maddoeks, 
EXPENDITURES. 
Paid J. L. Hammett , for books, 
" American Book Co., for books, 
" American Book Co., for books, 
" Ginn & Co., for books, 
" H A. Moore , for paid expressage, 
freight, etc. , 
" American Book Co., for books, 
" Holden Patent Book Cover Co., for 
book - covers , 
" H. A . Moore , for paid expressage and 
trucking, 
" E. F. Murch, for col lect ing books, 
" H. A. Moore for books, 
" H^rry E. Walker, for work on school 
books, 
" American Book Co., tor books, 
" Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for printing, 
" Harry E. Walker , for labor on text 
books, 
" I. H. W. Wharff, for paid expressage, 
postage, etc., 
" E. T. Murch, for distributing school 
books , 
" University Pub Co., for books, 
" J. L. Hammett Co., for books, 
" Silver, B u r d e t t & C o . , for books, 
" American Book Co., for books, 
" D. C. Heath & Co., for books, 
" Ginn & Co., for hooks, 
To balance to new account, 
S 8.24 
72.16 
$734.73 
8 1.40 
45.43 
4.80 
3.00 
2.20 
5.60 
13.02 
1.70 
4.50 
3.15 
8.75 
33.06 
3.50 
7.87 
7.58 
1.75 
18.90 
5.77 
220.00 
117.39 
34.59 
117.63 
73.14 
$ 734.73 
INSANE POOR FUND. 
1896. 
Feb. 8. 
Mar. 16. 
1895. 
By balance f rom 1895, 
" Appropriat ion, 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
March 2. Paid Lewis Hodgkins, for visit to Tena 
Babbage, 
CR. 
•HI 125.81 
1,100.00 
$1,225.81 
8 8.00 
R E P O R T OF C I T Y G O V E R N M E N T . 3 5 
Nov. 
1997. 
Jail. 4. 
Apr. 8. " Maine Insane Hospital, 
May 4. " Josiah Williams, for care of Tena Bab-
bage, 13 weeks, 
July 9. " Naine Insane Hospital, 
Aug. 12. " Mrs. H. M. Chick, for care of Mr^. 
Newell Sargent, 
" Josiah Williams, for care of Tena Bab-
bage, to Aug. 3, 1896, 
Oct. 6. " Maine Insane Hospital, 
" J. F. Manning, for examination and 
care of insane patients, 
" Geo. A. Phillips, for examination of 
insane patient, 
2. " Josiah Williams, for care of Tena 
Babbage, 
" Maine Insane Hospital, 
" N. H. Higgins, for cash furnished for 
expense of sending John Oough-
lin to insane hospital, 
" J. H. Donovan, for watching with 
John Ooughlin, insane, 
" John Frazier, for watching with John 
Coughlin, insane, 
Feb. 1. " H. S. J. nes, for support of Wm. 
bickford, insane pauper, from 
Jan. 6, 1896, to Feb. 1, 1897, 
" Josiah Williams, for care of Tena 
Babbage, 13 weeks, to Feb. 1, 
1897, 
" L. W . Hodgkins, for medical attend-
ance on Tena Babbage, 
" A. C. Hagerthy, for medical attend-
ance on Benj. Lord, insane, 
6. To balance to new account, 
SI 10.05 
45.50 
146.97 
14.00 
45.50 
184.32 
40.00 
10.00 
45.50 
188.68 
13.8o 
1.00 
1.00 
138.85 
45.50 
7.00 
21.00 
131.09 
$1,225. 
W A T E R FUND. 
1896. 
Feb. 8. 
Mar. 16. 
By Balance from 1895, 
" Appropriation, 
& 40. 
1,920. 
$1,960. 
1896. 
July 9. 
EXPENDITURES. 
Paid Ellsworth Water Co., use of water 
f rom July 1, 1896, to Jan. 1, 1897, # 9 8 0 . 
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1897. 
Jan. 4. " Ellsworth Water Co., for use of water 
from Jan. 1, 1897, to July 1, 1897, 980.00Q 
si,960.00 
ELECTRIC LIGHT FUND. 
1896. CR. 
Mar. 16. By Appropriation, $ 1,000.00 
1897. 
Jan. 4. " Transfer from sewer and road saving 
fund, 442.42 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
8 1,442.42 
1896. 
Feb. 8. To balance from 1895, s 3.71 
Mar. 2. Paid Ells. 111. Co., for service for Feb., 
1896, 114.75 
April 8. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for March, 
1896, 114.75 
June 1. " Ells. III. Co., for service for April 
and May, 1896, 229.50 
July 9. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for June, 
1896, 114.75 
Aug. 12. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for July, 
1896, 114.75 
Sept. 7. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for August, 
1896, 114.75 
Oct. 6. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for Septem-
ber, 1896, 108.75 
Nov. 2. " Ells. 111. Co.. for service for Octo-
ber, 1896, 112. 75 
Dec. 7. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for Novem-
ber, 1896, 114.75 
1897. 
Jan. 4. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for Decem-
ber, 1896, 114.75 
Feb. 1. " Ells. 111. Co., for service for Janu-
ary, 1897, 1104.75 
6. To balance to new account, 79.71 
81,442.42 
POOR FUND. 
1896. CR. 
Feb. 8. " By Balance from 1895, .s 2.06 
Mar. 16. " " Appropriation, 4,000.00 
84002.06 
R E P O R T OF C I T Y G O V E R N M E N T . 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
1896. 
Mar. 7. 
Apr . 11. 
May 7. 
June 13. 
July 6. 
Aug . 5. 
Sept. 9. 
Oct . 8. 
N o v . 12. 
Dec . 7. 
10. 
1897. 
Jan. 4. 
Feb. 5. 
Feb. 6. 
1896. 
Feb. 6. 
Mar. 16. 
Oct. 24. 
1897. 
Feb. 6. 
Pd. H. S. Jones, support of poor , t o Mch. 4, ; 
Apr . 4, 
May 4, 
" June 4, 
July 4, 
Aug. 4, 
" Sept. 4, 
Oct. 4, 
Nov . 4, 
for S. R. paid T o w n of Eden for bills 
Hollis' children, 
H. S. Jones, for support of poor for 
month ending Dec. 4, 1896, 
Whi t ing Bros., for paint for poor house, 
Harry S. Jones, for support of poor for 
month ending Jan. 4, 1897, 
Harry S. Jones, for support of poor , for 
month ending Feb. 4, 1897, 
T o Balance to new account. 
C I T Y L I B R A R Y FUND. 
By Balance f rom 1895, 
" Appropr iat ion , 
A m o u n t rece ived f r o m State, 
" Transfer f r om unappropriated m o n e y 
fund, 
1896. 
Mar. 2. 
Apr i l 8. 
June 1. 
18. 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
Paid One year 's subscription to North 
American Rev iew , 
" Estes & Lauriat, for books, 
" L. A . Emery , for paid for books, and 
expenses , 
" C. I. Welch , for sawing and putting 
in wood , 
" Maine Central R. R. Co., freight and 
carting, 
" Geo . A. Phillips, for paid A. J. Grant, 
for cataloguing library books, 
" Estes & Lauriat, tor books, 
" Mary Moore , for services as assistant 
librarian f rom January 13, 1895, 
to January 13, 1896, 
3, $333.33 
' 312.50 
' 312 50 
• 312.50 
' 312 50 
' 312.50 
' 312.50 
' 312.50 
' 312.50 
62.75 
312.50 
1.50 
312.50 
312 50 
166.98 
$4,002.06 
CR. 
$194.31 
200.00 
41.32 
sctoo 
$485.63 
5.00 
144.88 
15.38 
5.78 
1.08 
31.45 
8.75 
20.00 
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Aug. 12. " Adelaide True, for G mos. ' salary as 
librarian, to Aug. 1, 1896, $ 50.00 
Oct. 6. " Geo. A. Phillips, for paid for books, 28.75 
Nov. 2. " Hancock Co. Pub. Co., for library 
catalogues, ' 106.15 
Dec. 7. " Ceo. S. Moore, for 4 1-2 feet of dry 
wood, ' 1.40 
" Robert Gerry, for 9 feet of hard wood , 4.78 
" F. B. Aiken, for work on stove, 1.25 
1897. 
Feb. 6. " Adelaide True, for 6 mos. ' salary as 
librarian, to Feb. 1, 1897, 50.00 
To balance to new account, 10.98 
•S 485.63 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
1896. CR. 
Mar. 16. By Appropriation, si600.00 
1897. 
Feb. 6. " Transfer from unappropriated money 
fund, authorized Feb. 1, li97, ' 30.59 
81,630.59 
EXPENDITURES. 
1898. 
Feb. 8. To balance to new account, « 19.38 
Mar. 2. Paid F. B. Aiken, for labor and supplies, 15 38 
" Eagle Hook & Ladder Co., 6 months ' 
salary to March 1, 1896, 50.00 
" John E. Doyle, for services as Chief 
Engineer of fire department to 
March 5, 1896, 70.00 
" C. E. Sinclair, for services as steward 
of Dirigo Engine and Hose Co., 
No. 3, from September 1, 1895, to 
March 1, 1896, 25.00 
" Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for lumber 
for engine house at Falls, 23.52 
Apr. 8. " Moaes Cottle, for care of Ticonic en-
gine for 6 months, ending March 
31, 1896, 25.00 
" P. W. Scoit , for ringing fire alarm 
bell from March, 1895 to March 
1896, ' 10.00 
" Ticonic Hose Co., No. 4, 6 months ' 
salary to April 1, 1896, 120 00 
May 4. " C. J. Treworgy, for services as as-
sistant engineer of fire depart-
ment from April, 1894, to April, 
1895> 25.00 
211 
May 4. Paid G. W. Gerry,for services as assistant 
engineer of fire department from 
April, 1895 to April, 1896, $ 25.00 
" John Lullum, for wood, 1.25 
" J. P. Eklridge, for repairs, .55 
June 1. " Dirigo Hose Co., for 4 months' salary, 103.33 
" Frank S. Lord, for coal, 12.00 
July 9. " Morrison & J .y, Merchandise, 31.42 
" Senator Hale Hose Co., salary, 50.00 
" Eagle Hook and Ladder Co., salary, 16.66 
" C. E. Sinclair, for services as steward 
of Dirigo Engine & Hose Co., 
from March 1st to July 1st, 1896, 16.67 
' Assignees of Woodward Bros, for oil 
and alcohol, 4.50 
" George A. Parcher for oil and alcohol, 2.28 
Aug. 12. " E. E. Doyle, tor repairs to engine 
hose carts, 9.40 
" Oscar Morrison, for hauling engine 
to and irom the Holmes fire, 3.00 
" Daniel Hurley, for hauling engine 
from the Hale fire, 2.00 
Martin E. Jellison, for services as 
steward of City Hose Co., No. 2, 
6 mos, to Aug.* 3, 1896, 25.00 
" P. W. Scott, for watching engine 
house bell, July 4, 1896, 2.00 
" H. M. & B Hall, for lumber, 2.46 
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for oil etc., .79 
" James A. McGown, for leather and 
repairing, 3.60 
" City Hose Co. No. 2,for 6 months' ser-
vices, 155.00 
Sept. 7. " Austin H. Joy, for sundries, 2.98 
" Whiting Bros., for sundries, 4.26 
Oct. 6. " S. J. Hall, for labor on Dirigo engine, 4.60 
" Moses Cottle, for care of Ticonic en-
gine to October 1, 1896, 25.00 
" Ticonic Hose Co. 6 months' salary, 120.00 
Dec. 7. " Eagle Hook & Ladder Co., No. 1, tor 6 
months' salary, 50.00 
" Spencer J. Hall, for labor on engine, 3 00 
" F. B. Aiken, for sundry supplies, 19.81 
" Henry W. Cook, for watching fire at 
C. W. Mason's, 1895, 2.00 
•• A. W. Cushman & Son, for furnish-
ings for engine house, 23.50 
1897 
Jan 4 " George Sinclair, for services as stew-
' ' ard of Dirigo Engine and Hose 
Cos., for 6 months, ending Jan. 1, 
1897, 25.00 
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Jan. 4. Paid Senator Hale Hose Co., for 6 mos . ' 
salary to Jan. 1, 1897, 
Feb. 1. " James F. Davis, for sundries, 
" City hose Co., No. 2, for 6 mos. ' ser-
' vices to Feb. 1, 1897, 
" L. H. Cushman, for services as 2nd 
assistant engineer of fire depart -
ment for year ending March 1, 
1697, 
" Martin E. Jellison, for services as 
steward of City Hose Co., No. 2, 
for 6 months ending Feb. 1, 1897, 
" E. E. Doyle , for services repairing, 
" John E. Doyle for salary as Chief En-
gineer of fire department and 
sundries for year ending March, 
1897, 
" P. W. Scott, for ringing engine house 
bell for fires, for year ending 
Feb., 1897. 
Frank S. Lord, for coal, 
$ 155 00 
1.50 
155.00 
25.00 
25.00 
30.75 
74.00 
10.00 
24.00 
$1,630.59 
1896. 
Feb. 8. 
Mar. 16. 
1897. 
Feb. 6. 
DISCOUNT FUND. 
By Balance from 1895, 
" Appropriat ion, 
EXPENDITURES. 
Paid A. K. Woodward , Coll., for dis-
count of 8 per cent, allowed on 
$24,268.31 of tax of 1896 col lected 
up to and including July 1, 1896, 
" A. K . Woodward, Coll . , for discount 
of 6 per cent, allowed on $4,017.58 
of tax of 1896, collected between 
July 1, and Aug. 2, 1896, 
To Balance to new account, 
C R . 
$397.07 
1,800.00 
$2,197.07 
$1,941.46 
241.05 
14.56 
$2,197.07 
INTEREST FUND. 
1896. C r . • 
Feb. 8. By Balance f rom 1895, s 42.55 
Mar. 16. " Appropr iat ion , 3,800.00 
$3,842.55 
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EXPENDITURES. 
1897. 
Feb. 6. To amount paid on City Notes, $ 564.25 
" amount paid on City Coupons, 2,766.00 
" Balance to new account, 512.30 
83,842.5.". 
SEWER AND ROAD SURVEY FUND. 
18'J6. CR. 
Feb. 8. By Balance from 1895, .$938.82 
EXPENDITURES. 
1896. 
Mar. 2. Paid for survey plan of sewers, $496.40 
1897. 
Jan. 4. To transfer to electric light fund, 412.42 
$938.82 
HIGHWAY FUND. 
1896. C R . 
Feb. 8. By Balance from 1895, 68.80 
Mar. 16. " Appropriation, 4,500.00 
Nov 27 " Amount loaned by order of Board 
of Aldermen Oct. 5, 1896, 2,500.00 
1897. Feb 6 " Transfer from unappropriated money 
fund, 1,110.38 
$8,179.18 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
Tulv967 Paid A. K. Woodward, Coll., for amount 
J ' paid by him on highway rolls for 
months of Feb., Mar., and April, 
1896, 
17 " \ K Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
bv him on highway roll, for 
May, 1896, . . 9 4 2 " 5 4 
. „ „ s » A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
B bv him on highway roll for 
June, 1^96, , . , 1,689.38 
.,o A K Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on highway roll for 
Julv, 1896, 
$563.97 
499.88 
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Sept. 30. " A. K. Woodward, Coll.,for am't paid 
by him on highway roll, for 
Aug., 1896, 8741.74 
Nov. 27. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on highway roll, for 
Sept., 1896, 1,388.08 
" A. K. V\ oodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on highway roll for 
Oct., 1896, 1,287.80 
1897. 
Jan. 9. " Ephriam Higgins, for labor on private 
way, 5.00 
Feb. 6. " A. K. Woodward, for amount paid by 
him on Mayor Gerry's highway 
roll, ' ' 617.01 
" A. K. Woodward, for amount paid 
by him on Street Commissioner's 
rolls for months of Nov.and Dec., 
1896, 444.50 
88,179718 
SIDEWALK FUND. 
1896. CR. 
Feb. 8. By Balance from 1895, 8 '224.85 
Mar. 16. " Appropriation, 1,000.00 
1SV224.85 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
1896. 
July 7. Paid A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk rolls for 
months of Feb., Mar., and April, 
1896, $242.90 
17. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk roll for May, 
1896, 92.32 
Aug. 8. " A. K. Woodward, Coll , for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk roll for June, 
1896, 182.57 
29. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk roll for July, 
1896, 54.06 
Sept. 30. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk roll for Aug., 
1896, 53.90 
Nov. 27. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk roll of Sept., 
1896, .50 
" A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk roll for Oct., 
1896, 159.17 
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1897. 
Feb. 6. " A . K . Woodward , Coll ., for am't paid 
by him on sidewalk rolls for 
m m t h s of Nov . and Dec. , 1896, $ 303.19 
T o baiar.ce to new account, 136.24 
$1^224785 
1896. 
Feb. 8. 
1897. 
Feb. 6. 
1397. 
Feb. 6. 
CITY DEBT FUND. 
By Balance from 1895, 
" Proceeds of c ity notes issued, 
EXPENDITURES. 
T o amount of City Notes paid, 
" " rece ived f rom proceeds of city 
notes issued, placed to the credit 
of the highway fund, 
" " received f rom proceeds of 
City Notes issued, placed to the 
credit of the bridge fund, 
" Balance to new account, 
C R 
2,700.00 
24,140.00 
«2fT,855"00 
$12,050.00 
2,500.00 
5,000.00 
7,305.00 
$26,855700 
1996. 
Mar. 16. 
1896. 
July 9. 
A u g . 12. 
Sept . 7. 
Oct . 6. 
Dec . 7. 
ROCK CRUSHING FUND. 
By Appropr iat ion , 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
Paid J. P. Eldriage, for sundries, 
" Whi t comb , Haynes & Co., for lumber, 
W . H. Brown, for labor, building bins, 
" E. F. Jordan, " 
" Fred Dunham, " 
" Albert Kincaid , " " " 
" Morrison & Joy, for sundries for ro ck 
crusher, 
" H A. Pierce, for labor on engine, 
" Morrison & Joy, for pipe and e x -
pressage, " A. W. Curtis, for w indow for stone 
crusher house, 
" Morrison & Joy , for ro ck crusher, 
" F. B. Aiken, for lead, etc. , 
C R . 
$3,000.00 
$ 15.55 
49.37 
11.75 
5.00 
12.00 
10.00 
305.31 
4.50 
6.99 
.45 
2,221.01 
.73 
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1897. 
Feb. 1. " Morrison & Joy, for grates and jaws 
for rock crusher, 8 40.00 
fi. To Balance to new account, 317.34 
$3,000 00 
B R I D G E F U N D . 
1896. CR. 
Feb. 8. By Balance from 1895, $2,127.75 
Nov. 27. " Amount loaned by vote of Board of 
Aldermen, ' 5,000.00 
1897. 
Feb. 6. " Transfer from unappropriated money 
fund, 2^816.50 
* 9,9 44.25 
EXPENDITURES. 
1896. 
July 7. Paid A. K. Woodward, Coll., for amount 
paid by him on bridge roll for 
Feb., 1896, $ 77.91 
17. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for amount 
paid bv him on bridge roll, for 
May, 1896, 12.75 
Aug. 8. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for amount 
paid by him on bridge roll, for 
June, 1896, 315.66 
" A K. Woodward, Coll., for amount 
paid by him on bridge roll, for 
July, 1896, 207.43 
Sept. 7. " W. H. Brown, labor on Doyle bridge, 20.00 
" A. S. Kincaid, " " " 16.00 
1.75 
14.00 
16.00 
7.00 
14.00 
5.60 
8.40 
" Henry Lord, " " 
" David Lynam, " " 
" James Davis,, " 
11 Winnie Moore, " " 
" Eben M. Jellison, " 
" W. Haslam, " 
" William Fernald, " " 
" Robert Gerry, for labor of men and 
teams on Doyle bridge, 76.75 
30. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for am't paid 
by him on bridge roll for Aug., 
1896, 30.40 
Oct. 6. " Geo. McQuestern Co., for hard pine 
lumber for Doyle bridge, 47.50 
" Dennis O'Keif, for hauling hard 
pine lumber for Doyle bridge, 4.00 
" W. H. Brown, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, ' 16.00 
" Albert Kincaid, for labor on Dovle 
211 
bridge, $ 11,00 
Oct. 6. Paid David Lynam, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 11.38 
" James Davis, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 10.50 
William Fernald, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, ' 8.75 
" Eben Jellison, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 9.75 
" Asa Flood, for labor on Doyle bridge, 13 00 
" M. Taylor, for labor on Doyle bridge, 8.25 
" W m . Cochrane, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 9.00 
" E. P. Grindell, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 18.00 
" Harvey Moore, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 4.50 
" Webb Woodbury, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 1.50 
" H. M. & B. Hall, for labor of teams on 
Doyle bridge, 14.00 
" Charles P. Smith, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 2.50 
" C. B. Lord, for labor on Doyle bridge, 2.50 
" A. Lullum, for labor on Doyle bridge, 5.00 
" James Staples, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 5.00 
" Robert Gerry, for labor and teams 
on Doyle bridge, 53.00 
Oct. 31. " Boston Bridge Works for part pay-
ment for new Doyle bridge, 1,425.00 
Nov. 2. " Morrison & Joy for material for 
Doyle bridge, 14.76 
" W. H . ' Brown, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 2.25 
David Lvman, for labor on Dovle 
bridge, 2.00 
" James Davis, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 2.00 
" Charles Gerry, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 2-00 
" W m . Fernald, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 2.00 
" Almon Danico, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 2.00 
" M. Taylor, for work on Doyle 
bridge, 6-50 
W m . Cochrane, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 8 - ! -
" Byron Gatchell, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 7.87 
R E P O R T O F C I T Y G O V E R N M E N T . 
Nov. 2. Paid Bert Hamilton, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 0 6.00 
" James Staples, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, 22.25 
" Simon Lake for labor on Doyle 
bridge. ' 13.75 
" Albert Lullam, for labor on Doyle 
bridge, * 10.00 
" E. P. Grindell, for gravel for Doyle 
bridge, ' 30.72 
" Charles H. Curtis, for freight and 
wharfage on hard pine for Doyle 
bridge, ' 6.00 
" Woodbine cemetery Association for • 
iron for Doyle bridge, 12.30 
" Boston Bridge Works, for balance 
due for Doyle bridge, 475.00 
" H. M. & B. Hall, for supplies for 
Doyle bridge, 20.05 
19. " W. D. Smith, for building western 
abutment of Main street bridge, 980.00 
27. " A. K. Woodward, Coll., for amount 
paid by him on bridge roll for 
Oct., 1896, 120.57 
Dec. 7. " E. E. Doyle, for spike bolts for Doyle 
bridge abutments, 1.25 
" Morrison & Joy, for sundries for Main 
street bridge, 2.66 
" Burrill Lumber Co., for lumber for 
Main street bridge, 242.47 
" Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., for lumber 
for Doyle bridge, 335.36 
Dee. 16. " Charles H. Curtis, for balance due for 
hard pine, for Doyle bridge, 1.25 
1897. OR. 
Jan. 4. " L. B. Wyman, for surveying for bridge 
abutments, 26.64 
Carlton McGown, for assisting surveyor, 5.60 
" New England Tel. &Tel. Co., for tele-
gram to Boston Bridge Works, 1.50 
8. " W. D. Smith, for Lalance due him for 
amounts paid on his orders, 1,820.00 
Feb. 6. " A. K. Woodward, lor amount paid by 
him on bridge rolls for Novem-
ber and December, 1896, 1,056.62 
To balance to new account, 3,279.82 
897944.25 
POLICE FUND. 
1896. C R . 
Feb. 8. By Balance from 1895, S 3 5 . 4 2 
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Mar. 16. " Appropriation, 1,300.00 
$1,335.42 
E X P E N D I T U R E S . 
18S6. 
Mar. 2. Paid T. J. Holmes, for services as day po-
lice for month of January, 1896, 50.00 
" John Silvey, for services as night 
police for month of January, 1896, 45.00 
" John H. Donovan, balance due him 
for services as policeman for 
the year 1895, 1.67 
April 8. " T. J. Holmes, for services as day 
police for month of March, 1896, 46.50 
" John Silvey, for services as night po -
lice fcr month of March, 1896, 46.50 
June 1. " E. T. Finn, for services as special 
police, Sept. 11, 12 and 13, 1895, 4.50 
Sept. 7. " Charles Gray, for services as special 
police on circus day, 1.50 
$195.67 
Order No 121, in favor of T. J. Holmes, au-
dited by Boird of Al-
dermen, for services as 
policemanfor April, '96, for $45.00 
has been signed by Mayor 
Gerry, but has not been 
called for. 
Order No. 122, in favor of John Silvey, audited 
by Board of Aldermen, for 
services as policeman for 
April, 1896, for 45.00 
has been signed by Mayor 
Gerry but has not been 
called for. 
Orders in favor of T. J. Holmes and John Silvey 
for services as policemen, audited 
by the Board of Aldermen and re-
maining unsigned by Mayor Gerry, 833.75 
Orders issued by Mayor Gerry without author-
ity of the Board of Aldermen, for 
police services, 672.00 
$1,595.75 
1896. 
Feb. 8. 
C R . 
$ 2,642.22 
1,343.03 
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" Railroad and Telegraph Tax, 
" Amount received from rents of Han-
cock Hall, 
" Amount received from circus license, 
" Amount received from other licenses 
granted, 
" Amount received from rent of High 
school dwelling house, 
" Amount received for settlement of 
tax deeds and non-resident 
taxes, 
" Amount received of rebate on dog 
licenses of 1895, 
EXPENDITURES. 
1896. 
Sept. 30. To Amount transferred to school-house 
fund, 
" Amount transferred to school fund, 
1897. 
Feb. 6. " Paid abatement orders, 
" Amount transferred to city library 
fund, 
" Amount transferred to fire depart-
ment fund, 
" Amount transferred to highway fund, 
" Amount transferred to bridge fund, 
670.12 
136.29 
1*5.00 
13.00 
25.00 
116.82 
130.67 
85,092.15 
8 300.00 
150.00 
634.68 
50.00 
30.59 
1,110.38 
2,816.50 
S 5,092.15 
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RECAPITULATION. 
Showing balance of Appropriation for the year ending 6, 1897. 
Expendi- Bui. in F.ivor of Funil. Receipt . tures. Fund. 
Contingent, $4722.69 $3994.14 $728.55 
Highways, 8179.18 8179.18 
Sidewalks, 1224.85 1088.61 136.24 
Bridges, 9944 25 6664.43 3279.82 
City Poor, 4002.06' 3835.08 166.98 
Insane Poor, 1225.81 1094.72 131.09 
City Schools, 8742.84 9023.09 
High School, 2241.47 2131.90 109.57 
Fire Department, 1630.59 1630.59 
City Library, 
Int. on City Debt, 
485.63 474.6-5 10.98 
3S42 55 3330.25 512.30 
Text Bookj 734.73 661.59 73.14 
City Water, 1960 00 1960.00 
Electric Light, 1442.42 1362.71 79.71 
School House, 932.28 1075.63 
Com. High School, 309.36 309.36 
Discount on Taxes, 
Survey for Sewers 
2197.07 2182.51 14 56 
and Roads, 
Rock Crushing 
938.82 938.82 
3000.00 2682.66 317.34 
City Debt, 26850.00 19550.00 7300.00 
Supt. of Schools, 600.Oo 548.00 52.00 
Uuap. Money 5092.15 5092.15 
Bill, 
njruinst 
Fund. 
280.25 
143.35 
REPORT OF CHAIRMAN OF OVERSEERS OF 
POOR FOR THE YEAR E\'DI.\TG 
FEBRUARY,1897. 
G E N T L E M E N : — 
According to contract, Mr. H. S Jones has had charge of 
the poor farm another year. The management feel well satisfied 
with his treatment and care of the poor. 
There are, at present, twelve at the poor farm and fifty-
eight outside of the farm, that Mr. Jones is supplying. 
INSANE POOR. 
There are seven; Mr. Biekford at the poor farm, the 
Babbage girl, at Mr. Williams', and five at the insane hospital at 
Augusta. „ ,, 
Respectfully, 
JOHN DAVIS, 
Chairman of Overseer of Poor. 
5 0 R E P O R T OF C I T Y WUViiKNMKiNT. 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF THE ELLS-
WORTH CITY LIBRARY FOR 1896-1897. 
T o T H E H O N O R A B L E M A Y O R A N D B O A R D O P A L D E R M E N : 
G E N T L E M E N : — 
The following report for the year ending January 30th, 
1897, is respectfully submitted. 
The Library has been opened through the year every day, 
except Mondays and leeal holidays. 
There have been but 33 new hooks added to the Library 
during the past year, owing to the expense of the Catalogue 
and the rebinding of 101 books. The price of the Catalogue is 
35 cents and only four have been sold. 
The number of volume* in the Library at the beginning 
of the year was 3640, since then, there have been 58 worn out 
and discarded and 18 charged to persons who will probably 
never return them, so that the actual number of Volumes at the 
present time is 3597 
Notices have been sent to 20 delinquents, of these 15 have 
failed to respond. The number of books still remaining charged 
is 18 and of these the greater part may be considered lost. 
The number of visitors to the Library, for the year, have 
been 586, of these about 100 come every Saturday. The number 
of visitors on other days of the week is very small, sometimes 
only 3, very often books taken out one day are returned the 
next. 
The demand for fiction is almost universal and the refer-
ence books are not often consulted. 
The expenses exceed the small amount of money received 
for fines and extra books. 
The following is a statement of the receipts and expend-
itures for the year. 
C R . 
Feb. 1896. By cash received, - .25 
Mar. " " " " .20 
Apr. " " " " .05 
May " " " .70 
June " " " " .50 
July " " " " .15 
Aug. " " " " .35 
Oct. " " " " .15 
Dec. " " " " 30 
Jan. 1897 " " " .05 
Cash rceeived for catalogues, 1.40 
Cash received for the year ending Jan. 30, 1897, $ 4^10 
Cash remaining from 1891—1896, 27.76 
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D R . 
1896. To 5 gallons kerosene, 
" freight on public documents, 
" 5 gallons kerosene, 
" freight on public documents, 
" 1 lead pencil, 
" stationery, 
" liquid glue, 
" postal cards, 
" liquid glue, 
" freight on public document, 
" 5 gallons kerosene, 
" freight on public documents, 
5 gallons kerosene, 
freignt on public documents, 
5 gallons kerosene, 
paid for sawing wood, 
lamp wicks, 
freight on public documents, 
; 5 gallons kerosene, 
.70 
.10 
.70 
.10 
.05 
. 16 
.15 
.25 
.25 
.10 
.70 
.25 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.70 
.10 
.70 
.75 
.25 
.10 
.70 
$ 7.10 Expenses for the year ending Jan. 30, 1897, 
Respectfully, 
ADELAIDE TRUE, Librarian 
Ellsworth, Feb. 4, 1897. 
Liabilities and / l s s e t s , 
OF T H E 
CITY OF ELLSWORTH, 
FOR T H E 
Y E A R ENDING FEB. 6, I8p7. 
INTEREST BEARING INDEBTEDNESS. 
Bonds maturing June 1. 1897, at 6 percent. , $28,000.00 
" " " " " 1907, at 4 per cent., 13 300.00 
" " " " 1912, at 4 per cent., 17,000.00 
858,300^00 
CITY N O T E S ISSUED 1 8 9 6 - 7 . 
Mrs. Sally Black, dated June 1, 1882, at 4 per cent. 
after June 1, 1896, $1000.00 
Florence A. Rowe, dated May 18, for 5 years, at 4 
per cent., ' 2000.00 
Ellen Parody, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 per 
cent., 1200.00 
Lavina Reeves, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 per 
cent., 300.00 
Frances W. Grant, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 per 
cent , 400.00 
Charlotte Morrison, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 
per cent., 500.00 
Maria A. Armstrong, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 
per cent., 1100.00 
Wm. Whitby, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 per 
cent , 1350.00 
Susan J. Whiting, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 per 
cent., 500.00 
Ida Byard, dated June 1, on demand, at 4 per cent., 400.00 
Jas. A. McGown, dated June 1, on 5 mouths, at 4 per 
cent., 1000.00 
Barney B. Havey, dated Oct. 12, on two years, at 4 
per cent., ' 2500.00 
( rabtree & Havey, dated Nov. 19, on demand, at 4 
per cent., 5000.00 
Mary F. Malone, Dated Dec. 16, on demand, at 4 per 
cent., 1000.00 
Florence E. Rowe, dated Dec. 30, on demand, at 4 
per cent., 588.00 
R E P O R T O F C I T Y ( i O V E K N J L E N T . 
Oarrie O'Connel l , dated January 2, 1897, on demand, at 4 
per cent. , 400.00 
Florence E. R o w e , dated January 20, 1897, on demand at 
4 percent . , 412.00 
Carrie O'Connell , dated Feb. 6, 1897, on demand, at 
4 per cent . , 500.00 
A m o u n t of outstanding orders , Feb. 6, 1897, 4206.54 
•$82,656 54 
A S S E T S . 
Uncol lec ted taxes. 1887 and 1889, 
1S93, 
" 1894, 
" 1895, 
1896, 
Cash in treasury Feb. 6, 1897, 
$3350.00 
287.60 
2662.21 
3670.85 
13127.49 
1046.29 
$24,144.44 
54 R E P O R T OF CXTV G O V E R N M E N T . 
REPORT OF CFT Y MA RSHA L. 
T o T H E H O N O R A B L E M A Y O R A N D B O A R D OP A L D E R M E N : 
G E N T L L M E N : — 
I beg leave to submit the following report: 
Whole number of arrests for the year ending Feb. 13, 1897, is 10 
7 of which were drunk, 
2 for breaking and entering, 
1 for larceny, 
Two robes stolen, 1 whip, which were recovered and re-
turned to owners. 
During the year the night officer found 16 business places 
unlocked, and notified the proprietors. 
There have also been a great many articles found hanging 
outside of store doors, and taken by night officer, and given to 
the owners in the morning. 
Trampo put up over night during the year by the city, 156. 
Under City Hal], 114 
At the jail house, 34 
At Gray's boarding house, 8 
Taking into consideration the very large number of visit-
ors that hav e attended our circuses, fair and other entertain-
ments, I am very well satisfied with our number of arrests, and 
the good order maintained throughout the year. 
W e have served the city to the best of our ability, and 
take this opportunity of expressing our thanks to the citizens 
tor their hearty co-operation. 
Respectfully, 
THOMAS J. HOLMES, 
City Marshal. 
R E M A R K S . 
Cost of tramps kept under City hall, 114 at ten cents, $11.40 
Cost of tramps kept at jail house and at Grab's board-
ing house, 42 at 63 cents, 26.46 
837.86 
Tramps kept under City hall were kept warm and com-
fortable and made no complaint; always said that they were 
used better here than elsewhere. 
THOMAS J. HOLMES. 
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER. 
T o T H E H O N O R A B L E M A Y O R A N D B O A R D OP A L D E R M E N : 
GENTLEMEN:—In compliance with the requirements of the 
ordinances of the city, I submit to you my second annual report 
of the condition of the Fire Department for the year ending 
February 6, 1897. 
The buildings and apparatus of the fire department, and 
the condition of the same is as follows: 
The Engine House on Franklin street contains 4 hose 
carts, 1 hook ladder and truck, 2200 feet cotton hose, in good 
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condition, 200 feet good rubber, and 600 feet leather and cotton 
that is almost worthless. The Engine House is in a poor con-
dition. The foundation is of sleepers. These are nearly all de-
cayed and dropping from their places. The foundation will 
h-ive to be repaiied and it should have a foundation of stone. 
The hook and ladder truck is in poor condition and early measure 
should be taken to procure a modern truck. At the Franlilin 
street house we also have the Dirigo hand-engine which is in 
good condition, and has been used to good advantage on one 
occasion this year. 
At the Engine House at the Falls we have 1 hose cart, 3 
ladders, 800 feet good hose, 400 feet in fair condition, and 1 hand 
engine in good condition. 
The appropriation for this year was 81,600.00 
The expenditures, 1,630.59 
In the past year there have been 14 alarms; 7 of them were 
work ing fires. All the working fires were in the city proper 
except one. In all cases the fires were confined to the buildings 
they originated in, and in but one case was the building a total 
loss. This is due to the prompt and efficient service of our fire 
department, and our reliable system of water works. In all 
cases all of the companies have responded promptly, and in no 
case durinsi the past two years have I found a frozen or de-
fective hydrant. I think that the fire department, considering 
equipments and companies, is in better condition than at 
any time since iis organization. All the companies are well 
organized, pri mpt and zealous in their work. 
In conclusion I wish to thank your honorable board for 
the liberal manner in which you have supported me. I also 
extend my thanks to mv associate engineers. 
To the officers and members of the several companies who 
have s<> courteously treated me on all occasions I extend my 
thanks. 'Respectfully yours, 
JOHN E. DOYLE, 
Chief of Fire Department, 
City of Ellsworth, Maine. 
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Report of the School Committee. 
I'n his lliiiinr the Mai/nr and (tenth-men of the Jinnnl of Ahlermen: 
W e respectfully submit this our third Annual Report ac-
companied by the Report of the Superintendent of Schools. 
At our organization in March we found ourselves fortunate 
in securing the services of H o y t A. Moore of this city as Super-
intendent., w h o served in that capacity until the first of Sep-
tember when he was elected Principal of the High School , 
and Rev . I. H. W . Wharff was elected to fill the vacancy 
caused by his resignation. 
We have held regular monthly meetings with several 
special meetings during the year. 
In the summer we found it necessary to change the text 
books in Geography and Reading as the old books were almost 
entirely worn out, having been in use since the adoption of the 
free text b o o k law in 1889. 
W e made the exchange at the best possible rates obtaina-
ble by us and spent much time in attempting to secure the best 
books. 
Fol lowing the lead of the school authorities in some of the 
foremost cities in the country, we adopted the Vertical System 
of Penmanship and we bel ieve that the results have already 
proved the wisdom of the change. 
W e desire to express our earnest wish that the school ap-
propriation for the coming year may be as liberal as possible 
and that the work of Education in our City may be earnestlv 
aided both financially and by the moral support of its Citizens. 
J O H N F . K N O W L T O N , , 
C H A R L E S , H . G R I N D L E , | Srliool 
M A R T I N M . M O O R E , J Committer. 
H . F R E M O N T M A D D O C K S . 
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 18, 1897. 
Report of the Superintendent of Schools. 
G E N T L E M E N O F T H E S C H O O L C O M M I T T E E : — I a m p l a c e d a t 
considerable of a disadvantage in making the annual report of 
the schools for the past year, f rom the fact that I am the third 
person to fill the office of Superintendent of Schools this year. 
Mr. E. W . Lord held over till the first of April when my prede-
cessor, Mr. Hoyt A. Moore, took charge ntilu his election, by 
your board, as principal of the High School. On the first day 
of September I entered upon my duties. 
My predecessor had wrought out a very careful plan of work 
for the entire year. I hardly felt at liberty to change this plan, 
except in some details, in the middle of the year. Thinking that 
in a considerable change, or adopting entirely new plans more 
harm than good might come to the schools of our city. In 
working out these plans I have been pleased to notice the deep 
interest our citizens have in our schools. The best that the 
money can obtain and more money if it is really needed seems 
to be the feeling of the people. 
At the beginning of the year excellent work was being 
done in each of our schools. Earnest and faithful teachers were 
doing all in their power to make the work in their rooms equal 
to the best. Had the work in each school been independent of 
any other work, nothing more could have been desired. W e 
soon discovered that the work, in the different grades, was not 
wholly confined to that grade. More attention was given to 
some work than was required, while other work was somewhat, 
if not altogether, neglected. A state of things that cannot exist 
in graded schools without great loss to the pupils. Then in 
different rooms of the same grade we found entirely different 
work was being done. This, of course, was no fault of the 
teachers, but a closer supervision was needed to make the work 
in the different schools conform to one plan and make the 
different rooms a part of a system instead of independent 
schools. To accomplish this has required careful planning, 
thoughtful attention, and much work. W e have succeeded so 
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that we hope by the end of the present term to have one ex-
amination-paper answer for the same grade in the different 
rooms, and by the beginning of the Pall term to have pupils of 
the same grade, in the different rooms, doing the same work. 
Then every pupil will be equally prepared at the end of the year 
to advance, and if for any reason it becomes necessary for a 
pupil to change from one room to another, of the same grade, 
it can be done with the least possible loss to the scholar. 
For the first time, so far as we can learn, term examination-
papers were prepared by the Superintendent and sent to the 
different rooms on the day of examination, at the close of the 
last Fall term. Papers differing in whole or in part had to be 
prepared for the same grade in the different rooms, so different 
was the work that had been done in the different rooms of the 
same grade. This plan was tried, in the grammar grades only, 
in history, grammar and arithmetic. W e give one set of ques-
tions. The numbers on the right indicate the schools in which 
they were used. In the other schools different questions had to 
be given on the work done. Tne questions given below had to 
be adapted to the work taken in common, and are not so ad-
vanced as they would have been under the plan we are now 
following. 
Grade 7. HISTORY. Nos. 3, 15 and 18. 
1. Give an account of the birth and boyhood of Columbus. 
2. What was Columbus' plan for reaching the Indies by sailing 
west? 
3. Describe the difficulties Columbus had in getting help for 
his voyage. 
•4. Tell about Columbus' voyage. 
5. How was Columbus received on his return? 
(3. W h o was John Cabot and what did he discover? 
7. What did the Cabots carry back to England from America? 
8. What did Ponce DeLeon discover? 
9. What did DeSoto discover? 
10. Tell all you can of Capt. John Smith. 
Grade 8. HISTORY. Nos. 3, 15 and 18. 
1. How many intercolonial wars were there? 
2. Tell the story of Washington's first battle. 
3. Describe the battle of Lake George. 
4. What was the cause and result of Pontiac's war? 
5. Describe the condition of the colonies at the close of the 
French and Indian war. 
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ti. Give an account of King George's war. 
7. Give an account of the capture of Fort Necessity by the 
French. 
8. W h o was Gen. Braddock? Give an account of his defeat. 
9. Describe the difficulties Gen. Wolfe met on his attack on 
Quebec. 
10. Describe the battle on the Plains of Abraham. 
Grade 9. HISTORY. Nos. 3, 15 and 18. 
1. Give on account of Lincoln's inauguration. 
2. Was the C'ivil War a necessity? 
3. When and where was the first gun of the Civil War fired? 
4. What was the crigin of the term "contrabands"? 
5. H o w did the battle of Bull Run take place? 
6. Give a general review of the first year of the war. 
7. What was Grant's plan for an expedition against Vicks-
burg? 
8. Describe the capture of New Orleans by Farragut. 
9 Describe the battle between the Monitor and the Merrimac. 
10. What was the effect of this battle? 
Grade 6. GRAMMAR. Nos. 3, 15, 18. 
1. Define Language. Sentence. Different kinds of sentences. 
2. Define Subject. Predicate. Modifier. 
3. The smallest boats should alivays keep near the shore. 
Underscore predicate once, subject twice. 
4. What is a part of speech? 
5. Define Noun. Verb. Adjective. Interjection. Write list 
of nouns in above sentence. 
6. Define Adverb. Pronoun. Preposition. Conjunction. 
7. What is the meaning of the wor.t complement? 
8. What may constitute the complement of a verb besides 
a noun or pronoun? 
9. What are the three forms of adjective modifiers? 
10 Define Phrase. Clause. 
Grade 7. GRAMMAR. Nos. 3 and 18 
1. Define mode. Indicative mode. Imperative mode. 
2. Define subjunctive mode. Infinitive mode. Gerund and 
participle. 
3. Define tense. Name the principal tenses. 
4. What are auxiliary verbs? 
5. What is voice? 
6. Define regular and irregular verbs. 
7 Define transitive and intransitive verbs. 
8 Give principal parts of the verbs am, begin, bid, blow, do, 
draw, lead, sting, sing. 
9 "Elephants are big and clumsy but they can run very fast." 
Give mode and tense of the verbs. 
10. Write a sentence containing a verb in the subjunctive 
mode. 
s 
Grade 8. GRAMMAR. Nos. 3, 15, and 18. 
1. Define Language. Sentence. Different kinds of sentences. 
2. Define Subject. Predicate. Modifier. 
3. What is a part of speech? 
4. Define noun. Adjective. Verb. Adverb. 
5. Define pronoun. Preposition. Conjunction. Interjection. 
6. Define clause. Phrase. 
7. Define a simple sentence. Complex sentence. Compound 
sentence. 
8. Analyze: The cattle are quietly feeding in the pastures, 
and the people are resting in their pleasant homes. 
9. Give the parts of speech of first eight words in above sen-
tence. 
10. Define Etymology. Syntax. Prosody. 
Grade 9. GRAMMAR. Nos. 3, 15, and 18. 
1. A male bird brought to his box a large, fine goose feather, 
which is a great find for a sparrow, and much cov-
eted. After he had deposited his prize and chattered 
his gratulations over it, he went away in quest of his 
mate. Analyze. 
2, 3. Parse verbs in above selection, giving principal parts. 
4. Define an adverb. 
5. Give classes of adverbs. 
6. Define conjunction. 
7. Define preposition. 
8. Give adverbs in above sentence. 
9. Parse conjunctions in above sentence. 
10. Parse prepositions in above sentence. 
Grade 6. ARITHMETIC. Nos. 3, 15 and 18. 
1. Define a fraction. Denominator. Numerator. Proper 
fraction. Improper fraction. 
2. Define mixed number. Unit of the fraction. Reduction 
of fractions. Common divisor. 
3. Define similar fractions. Dissimilar. Least common de-
nominator. 
4. Reduce to lowest terms 84-210, 45-270. 
5. Reduce to improper fractions, 27 3-5, 62 1-31. 
6. Reduce to whole or mixed numbers, 46-5-15, 360-35. 
7. Add 5-14, 1 9-35, and 2. 
8. 11 4-7 less 11-42. 
9. Multiply 7-9 by 14-15. 
10. Divide 8-9 by 1 8-9. Explain process. 
Grade 7. ARITHMETIC. Nos. 3, 15 and 18. 
1. Define denominate number. Simple denominate number. 
Compound denominate number. 
2. Define reduction of denominate numbers. Angle. Square. 
Rectangle. 
3. Reduce 85 rds. 2 ft. 8 in. to inches. 
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4. Reduce 427352 minutes to days. 
5. Reduce 19 cwt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. to a decimal of a ton. 
6. Add 31 bu. lpk . 4 qts. 1 pt., 19 bu. 3 pk. 1 pt., 12 bu. 7 qts. 
1 pt. 
7. 6 lb. 13 pwt. 14 gr., 43 lbs. 16 gr., 1 lb. 16 pwt. 18 gr. 
8. Find the sum of 3-8 of a day, .00213 of a day, and "5-8 of an 
h o u r . 
9. From 60 cu. yd. 19 cu. ft. 963 cu. in. take 55 cu. yd. 25 cu. ft. 
1000 cu. in. 
10. From 61 gal. 3 qt. take 19 gal. 2 qt. Ipt. 
Grade 8. ARITHMETIC. Nos. 3, 15 and 18. 
1. Define interest. Principal. Amount. Annual interest. 
Compound interest. 
2. Define promisory note. Maker. Payee. Holder. Face 
of note. Usury. Negotiable note. 
3. What is the interest of .»:2560 for 4 yrs. 6 mo. at 8 per cent? 
4. " " " amount of 83160 from Jan. 15, 1871, to Mar. 11, 
1872, at 7 per cent? 
5. At what rate will -8830 earn 897.18, in 1 yr. 7 mo 18 days? 
6. In what time will 8187.50 gain 875 at 8 per cent, interest? 
7. What principal will gain S132.03 in 2 yr. 3 mo. at 6 per cent? 
S. What is the annual interest of *118.50 for 5 yr. 3 mo. 18 
da. at 6 per cent? 
9. A boy at the age of 18 yrs. puts $100 in a savings bank. 
Every half year the bank adds 2 per cent, to the de-
pc sit for interest. What will the deposit amount to 
when the boy is a man 25 yrs. old? 
10. Write a negotiable note for 81000, making your teacher the 
payee, John Smith the maker, due in 60 days from 
date, with interest. 
Grade 9. ARITHMETIC. No. 3. 
1. Define average time. Term of credit. Right angle. 
Acute angle. Obtuse angle. A circle. 
2. Make a bill in proper form of following: John Smith 
bought of Robt. Roe 3 bbl. sugar, 647 lbs., at 4 cts. a 
pound; 5 ch. Oolong tea, 255 lbs., at 51 cts. a pound. 
3. The base of a triangle is 300 yds. and its altitude 150 yds. 
What is its area? 
4. A ladder 2-3 ft. long is set against a wall with its foot 11 ft. 
f rom the base of wall. How high does it reach? 
5 The boundaries of a square and a circle are each 210 ft. 
Which has the greater area, and how much greater? 
6 How many cords of wood in a pile 77 ft. long, 5 ft. high, 
and 4 ft. wide? 
7 What is the cube root of 48228544? 
8 81250 is due in 4 mos.. 81500 in 12 mos. and $1800 in 15 mos. 
Required the average time at which the whole ought 
to be paid. 
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9. What is the cube root of 44.0? 
10. A triangular lot of land, the sides of which measured 40 
ft., 00 ft. and 72 ft., respectively, was sold at 31 cts. 
per sq. ft. How much did it bring? 
The result of thi» examination was most satisfactory. 
The introduction of vertical penmanship at the begin-
ning of the Fall term has been demonstrated as a wise act. Our 
children have made rapid advancement with this new method. 
This is seen in all of the schools; even our little folks, in the 
primary grades, have surprised us by their excellent writing-
The employment of Miss Mary Alexander, special teacher of 
writing in the Bangor schools, to instruct our teachers in the 
method of vertical penmanship, aided greatly in the results 
obtained. Every teacher in the city follows these methods and 
the writing lesson is no longer a farce to be hurried through as 
rapidly as possible by the scholars with very small results. 
The number of scholars in our city seems to be on the de-
crease. The school census taken April, 1895, showed a de-
crease of 90 scholars in the year preceding. The census taken 
last April shows another decrease of 93 scholars. There has 
also been a slight falling off in the total attendance of the 
schools. The tabular statement at the end of this report, will 
show the falling off to be largely in the lower grades. The up-
per grades have had an increased attendance. The largest total 
attendance for any one term is 973. This is 66.8 per cent, of the 
whole number in the city. Last year the percentage was 63.5. 
The ungraded schools have been kept up to their usual 
average. The attendance on some of these schools has been 
quite small. It is difficult to sustain sufficient interest for the 
scholars to do their best in some of these small schools. Thir-
teen terms of school have been taught when the number of 
enrolled scholars has been 20 or less. The average attendance 
has been, in these schools, 17 or less. 
The High School and its needs have been so fully set 
before you in the last two reports that it seems hardly necessary 
for me to say a word. Mr. Hoyt A. Moore has succeeded finely 
in the school. Early in his first term he won the respect and 
esteem of the scholars, and they have heartily co-operated with 
him in advancing the school beyond its past most excellent 
record. 
The course of study has been revised and considerably 
improved so cis to better meet the needs of the scholars. The 
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work required of each teacher by this course is more than 
should be required of them. They do not complain at being 
thus overworked, but they should be relieved by the addition 
of another teacher at as early a date as possible. 
A new building continues to be the great need of the 
High School. At present, as a year ago, there are not seats 
enough for the scholars. This difficulty will be increased at the 
opening of the Fall term. A class of twelve will probably 
graduate f rom the High School, and from the grammar schools 
a class of f i f ty-two will graduate. Most of these grammar 
school graduates will desire to enter the High School. This 
indicates to us an attendance at the high school of upwards of 
140 scholars next year. The question of placing this number 
in ninety-nine seats is not an easy or pleasant one. We hope 
our city may be able to provide the very much needed new 
building the coming year. 
A movement has been started to establish a school library 
in connection with our High School. The value of a reference 
library cannot be overestimated. Principal Moore with his 
teachers have this matter in charge and it is hoped that all 
graduates and friends of the school will encourage their efforts 
by a liberal subscription. 
A new feature in the school is the introduction of the 
leading magazines and periodicals of the day into the school, 
and an outline of the leading events of the day is placed upon 
a blackboard devoted to that purpose. This kee£>s the scholars 
in touch with what is going on in the world, and can but prove 
of lasting benefit to them. This feature is made possible by the 
scholars paying the small sum of 2.5c. a term. Principal Moore 
in his report of his work gives you an inside view of the co n-
dition of the High School. 1 present it with this report. 
At the request of a considerable number or the inhabitants 
of the old school districts 7, 8 and 9, the school committee ad-
vised a term of Free High School to be taught in School No. 8, 
North Ellsworth, (Nicolin. ) The school was commenced Dec. 
21st, with Mr. Everett S. Marks as teacher. The studies taught 
were those usually taken by the older scholars in a "district 
schoo l . " The school was designed for the larger scholars in 
the old districts 7, 8 and 9. It has been a grand success, and a 
large number, as will be seen by the tabular statement, have 
h f d the advantage of a winter school, many of whom would not 
have attended any other school. 
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The email appropriation made for a Commercial High 
School, proved entirely insufficient for a school this winter 
after the bills of the school of a year ago were paid. A teacher 
was engaged but it was discovered that there remained to the 
credit of this fund only 8133.44, and as this sum'would be en-
tirely inadequate for the expense, it was not considered wise 
to commence the school. 
The introduction of new text books has made it neces-
sary to make several changes in the course of study. While 
making these changes other changes have been made that will 
make the course better adapted to our schools. In all these 
changes our aim has been to make the course more practical so 
as better to fit our scholars for everyday life. To this end 
book-keeping has been introduced into the last two terms of 
the ninth grade; where the large number who go from the 
Grammar school to the business of life may have the advantage 
of a drill in this practical study. If a business arithmetic could 
be put into the ninth grade in place of reviewing the regular 
book, it would make our course even more practical. W e hope 
the day is not far distant when the practical everyday duties of 
life will be taught in our schools, and pupils may fit themselves 
for the common duties of life. 
One of the points made in favor of free text books was 
that the children could be taught to take better care of the 
books. As w.e have examined some books after a few weeks' 
use, we have concluded this point—in some cases at least—was 
not well taken. A word from the parents on the proper care 
of books would help the teachers and make a saving to the city 
in text books. 
The new readers and geographies introduced into the 
schools are giving good satisfaction. The plan of work in these 
books was so different from the old books that it took a little 
time to become accustomed to them in some schools. We be-
lieve much more will be gotten out of these books than was 
obtained from the old books. A list of the books introduced can 
be had by referring to the course of study. The present year 
new United States histories will have to be purchased as the 
books now in use are so worn out as to be unfit for use. 
Never in the history of our city has there been so much 
sickness among our children as during the present winter term. 
The measles have made a clean sweep. Nine of our schools 
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have had to close for about three weeks each. The other 
schools have been more or less affected. Our rule has been to 
close the school when one-half of the scholars were absent. 
Several other schools have come almost down to the limit. The 
schools thus broken up have been unable to do their usual 
amount of work. In order to give all the schools the same 
length of term, the time for beginning the Spring term of school 
will have to be delayed a week or two. 
More work was found necessary to be done on the school 
buildings than was expected at the beginning of the year. The 
foundation of the Water street building had to be built new. The 
Morrison building had to be re-shingled, new gutters and con-
ductors put on. New out-houses and sheds at No. 9. The 
building at No. 10 was almost entirely rebuilt and painted out-
side and in. At No. 11 the house was re-shingled. The founda-
tion wall at Bridge Hill building was rebuilt. At the Falls the 
entry and stairway on the north side was re-plastered, and at 
the State street building a new wood shed was built. These 
with many smaller repairs have been made with much care. 
Every dollar expended has brought full value to the city. It 
has been remarked that it is doubtful if ever so much work was 
done for the city for the same amount of money. All the work 
has been well done. 
The coming year considerable will have to be done to the 
building at Brimmer Bridge, Surry Road, West Ellsworth and 
Falls. Smaller repairs will be necessary on a few of the other 
buildings. The East Side grammar building should be doubled 
in size, so two more rooms could be added. These rooms are 
greatly needed. With them the health, comfort and improve-
ment of the scholars would be greatly increased. The expense 
of enlarging the building would be about §1500, and for heating 
apparatus and furniture probably another .81000 would be need-
ed. WTe believe it would be money well expended—that would 
bring large results to the scholars with but little or no extra 
expense for teachers. 
The appropriations the past year have in some cases been 
too small. With the most rigid economy we have been unable 
to keep within the bounds. The amount received from the 
State for the school fund was more than $300 less than what we 
received last year. W e counted on the same amount as last 
vear and allowed some 8452 worth of bills that would otherwise 
have remained unpaid until April or May. When the amount 
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from the State was received in January the school fund had 
been somewhat overdrawn. 
Five hundred dollars allowed for text books seems a 
large amount for that purpose. But if you will think a moment 
you will wonder how anything can be done with it. W e have 
asked a considerable number of men who have sent children 
through our schools what it cost them a year under the old plan 
to supply their children with books. The replies have been 
from three to four dollars. Of course the books for the prima-
ry grade cost but little, but the High School books are expen-
sive. The average would probably not be less than three or 
four dollars. As we have nearly 1000 children attending school, 
the $500 gives 50c. a scholar for text books, in place of three or 
four dollars under the old plan. If one-third or even one-fourth 
of the amount that it cost to furnish the scholars under the old 
plan were allowed for text books, better books could be fur-
nished, and it would not be necessary to carry over bills from 
year to year. 
Two of the school funds have been overdrawn for reasons 
stated above, and with the amount received from the State de-
creasing because of a decrease in our number of scholars, as 
well as for other reasons, the amounts needed the coming year 
will be as follows: 
For Common Schools, 85000. 
" High School, 2250. 
" School House Repairs, 1000. 
" Text Books 750. 
" Enlarging East Side Grammar School, 1500. 
" Steam Heating Apparatus, Furniture, etc . , . . 1000. 
In my work of superintending the schools I have en-
deavored to learn the needs of the different schools. To do 
this required a careful study of the work done in each room, 
by a close inspection of each school. No set or mechanical rule 
has been followed in this work. Some schools have needed a 
visit each week, or oftener, by the superintendent, while twice 
a term would do as well for other rooms. Few schools have 
been visited less than twice a term. As soon as I had learned 
the needs of the schools my next step was to strengthen the 
work as best I could under the circumstances. It has been 
necessary to move slowly in order to avoid as many mistakes 
as possible, and only after consultation with members of the 
school board and interested friends of our schools have any 
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changes in our work been made. W e have endeavored to do 
our work faithfully and to the best of our ability and although 
at a disadvantage by taking charge of the work in the middle 
of the year, we trust we have merited your approval. 
In closing, allow me to express to your body my hearty 
thanks for your co-operation and intelligent help that you 
have at all times been so ready to give. To the Mayor, Board 
of Aldermen and City clerk I desire to express thanks for the 
kindness and consideration they have extended to me at all 
times. 
Respectfully submitted, 
I. H. W . WHARFF, Superintendent. 
Report of the Principal of liigh School. 
T o T H E S U P E R I N T E N D E N T O F S C H O O L S : 
The attendance in the High school continues large and 
shows that the school is permanently increasing. While the 
number enrolled is not as large as that enrolled last year, the 
slight decrease is easily explained from the fact that the class 
that entered this year is not as large by one-half as that which 
entered one year ago. The number of those to whom entrance 
certificates from the ninth grade to the High school were issued 
was twenty-six. Of these twenty-two entered and were en-
rolled. The ninth grade to-day, however, is by far the largest 
that our schools ever contained, so that there is every reason to 
believe that the next entering class will more than compensate 
the slight loss this year, and swell the numbers far beyond any 
previous enrollment. 
The total enrollment in the Pall term was 108. There 
are at present 99 desks in the school, which number is more 
than the capacity of the building if sanitary laws are to be taken 
into consideration. After exercising the utmost care the ven-
tilation is, at best, poor, so that further increase in the number 
of desks is out of the question. 
The demand that a laboratory be fitted up and supplied 
with apparatus for use in the study of physics and chemistry 
has become urgent. At present the school has nothing that 
could properly be called apparatus. The expense would not 
be large and the amount of good resulting to the pupils would 
be enormous. 
The need of reference books is also sorely felt. The very 
few reference books now owned by the school are old and in 
many cases their authority is doubtful. The work requires 
much reference, and, certainly, a valuabe part of the education 
is neglected, if the demand is not met. 
Several changes have been made in the course of study; 
as were submitted to you sometime since. These changes have 
been made with a view to broadening the course and making it 
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more practical. The course now I believe is consistent and 
shows a dsvelopment throughout the four years. The amount 
of English studied has been greatly increased, so that now the 
work runs throughout the course. The course in history is one 
of development, beginning with the Ancient, and leading 
through English to the study of our own National development. 
At the same time French has been introduced into the College 
Preparatory course to meet the demand for entrance to college. 
While I thoroughly believe that the High school of Ells-
worth should give as good a college fit as any high school in the 
State, and also believe that the training received in getting such 
fit is of the best, never-the-less we most certainly should supply 
the wants of the much larger number who go from the High 
school into business life. The course of study has been framed 
to meet this demand so far as the present amount of room and 
number of teachers would allow. In order to carry the best 
course into operation more room and another teacher are 
needed. 
In closing allow me to express to you and the School 
Committee my hearty thanks for co-operation and help. 
Respectfully, 
H. A. MOORE, Principal. 
COURSE OF STU1JY 
FOR T H E 
Public Schools of the City of Ellsworth. 
FIRST GRADE. 
READING. Word-teaching from Chart, Book and Black-
board; Cyr's Primer, Cyr's First Reader or Little People's 
Reader; correct pronunciation and an understanding of the 
subject matter of the lesson. 
SPELLING. Words from reader orally, and copying on 
paper. 
NUMBERS. Teach pupils to count numbers up to one 
hundred using objects to illustrate, to make figures, to add, 
and make combinations of numbers up to twenty. 
WRITING AND DRAWING. The pupils should be taught to 
draw straight and curved lines, and to combine them in the 
letters of the alphabet. Write small letters with pencil on 
practice paper. 
ORAL LESSONS. On Form, Color, General Information, 
Morals and Manners, daily. 
S I N G I N G , P H Y S I C A L C U L T U R E A N D M A R C H I N G t w i c e e a c h 
session. 
SECOND GRADE. 
READING. Cyr's Second or Normal Alternate Second 
Reader; Punctuation, Simple Sounds of Letters, Correct Pro-
nunciation, and understanding of subject matter of the lesson. 
SPELLING. Words from reader, orally and written. 
NUMBERS. Teach to read and write numbers to 1000; to 
add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers less than ten. 
WRITING AND DRAWING. Combine straight and curved 
lines in simple geometric forms. Copies should be placed on 
blackboard. Use writing book No. 1. Tracer and Regular, the 
Normal Review System of Vertical Writing, with pen and ink, 
daily. 
ORAL LESSONS. In Physiology, Geography, Facts of 
History and Science, Morals and Manners, daily. 
DECLAMATIONS AND RECITATIONS at least twice each term. 
SINGING AND PHYSICAL CULTURE s a m e as F i r s t G r a d e . 
1!) 
THIRD GRADE. 
READING. Normal Second Reader or Stories of Great 
Americans for Little Americans; Punctuation, Abbreviations, 
Sounds of Letters, etc. 
SPELLING. Words from reading, orally and written. 
ARITHMETIC. Teach pupils to read all numbers. Have 
them learn the Multiplication Tables. Take Milne's Elements 
of Arithmetic to page 78. 
LANGUAGE. Teach exercises in Maxwell 's Lessons as far 
as pr.ge 72. Watch carefully for incorrect expression and strive 
to impress upon each child that he is learning to speak correctly. 
GEOGRAPHY. Give "Ta lks " on local geography and take 
Rand-McNally Elementary to page 41. Do not have pupils 
commit words, teach them the subject matter—then by illustra-
tion, discussion and experiment fix facts in pupils' minds. Use 
"Topical Method." 
DRAWING. Plain figures and simple solids from copies 
placsd on the board by teacher. 
WRITING. Writ ing-book No. 2, Tracer and Regular, 
Normal Rev iew System of Vertical Writing, daily. 
FOURTH GRADE. 
READING. Swinton's Third or Normal Alternate Third 
Readers; Functuation, Abbreviations, and Sounds of Letters, 
continued. 
SPELLING. Words from Reader and Harrington's Speller 
to page 47. 
ARITHMETIC. Milne's Elements of Arithmetic to page 144. 
Give special and continued attention to the fundamental pro -
cesses. Have pupils understand the " W h y " of every step. 
LANGUAGE. Complete Maxwell 's Lessons with oral in-
struction. 
GEOGRAPHV. Continue Rand-McNally Elementary geog-
raphy to page 97, fol lowing same plan of instruction as in third 
grade. Draw map of Maine. 
DRAWING. Same as in third grade continued. 
WRITING. Writing book NO. 2, Tracer and Regular, con-
tinued daily. 
FIFTH GRADE. 
READING. "Stories of American Life and Adventure," or 
"Our Own Country ; " Punctuation, Sounds of the Letters, and 
attention to correct rendering. 
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SPELLING. Harrington's Speller to page 60. 
ARITHMETIC. Milne's Elements of Arithmetic to page 
205. Give special and continued attention to general principles 
involved in fractions, that the " w h y " of each principle be 
understood. 
LANGUAGE. Maxwell 's Introductory Lessons in English 
Grammar to page 70, with oral instruction. 
GEOGRAPHY. Complete Rand-McNally Elementary Geog-
raphy with map drawing. Follow same plan as in third grade. 
Draw map of New England States. 
DRAWING. Same as third grade with map drawing. 
WRITING. Writing book No. 2, Tracer and Regular, con-
tinued, daily. 
GENERAL EXERCISES. THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH GRADES. 
DECLAMATIONS OR RECITATIONS. T w i c e a t e r m b y all t h e 
scholars. 
COMPOSITIONS. Written description of familiar objects or 
short stories twice a term. 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. Facts of Science and History, Morals 
and manners, Physiology, and Kindness to animals, daily. 
S I N G I N G , P H Y S I C A L C U L T U R E A N D M A R C H I N G o n c e e a c h 
session. 
SIXTH GRADE. 
READING. Heart of Oak III or Normal Fourth Reader; 
Punctuation, Sounds of Letters. Attention should be paid to 
correct rendering. Insist on constant practice in use of diction-
ary. 
SPELLING. Harrington's Speller; complete Part I. 
ARITHMETIC. Milne's Standard Arithmetic. First term, 
drill on general principles pages 9 to 116. Second term, from 
page 117 to page 143. Third term, from page 144 to page 188. 
Give careful attention to general principles. Use selected 
exercises daily from Coiburn's Arithmetic to page 99. 
GRAMMAR. Maxwell 's Introductory Lessons in Grammar, 
completed. 
GEOGRAPHY. The Rand-McNally Grammar School Geog-
rahpy, 44 pages. Use the Topical Method. Do not have pupils 
commit words; teach the subject matter, then by illustration, 
discussion and experiment fix facts in pupils' minds. Have 
pupils draw maps. 
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WRITING. Use writing book No. 3. Normal Review Sys-
tem of Vertical Writing, first half of year, and book No. 4, 
second half of year. Twice a week. 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. In Physiology, Kindness to Animals, 
Morals and Mann a is. 
DECLAMATIONS OR RECITATIONS. Twice each term by each 
scholar. J 
COMPOSITIONS. Twice each term by each scholar. 
S I N G I N G , P H Y S I C A L C U L T U R E A N D M A R C H I N G . O n c e e a c h 
session. 
SEVENTH GRADE. 
READING. Heart of Oak IV, or Davis' Fourth Reader, 
with drill same as sixth grade. 
SPELLING. Harrington's Speller, Part II, 36 pages. 
ARITHMETIC. Milne's Standard. First term, from page 
189 to page 219. Second term, from page 220 to page 2-50. Third 
term, f rom page 231 to pag3 275. Use selected exercises daily 
f rom Colburn's Arithmetic from page 99 to page 149. 
GRAMMAR. Maxwell 's Advanced Lessons. First term, 
complete first 39 pages. Second term, from page 39 to page 89. 
Third ter n, f rom page 89 to page 140. 
GEOGRAPHY. Grammar School, following the same 
method as in sixth grade, from page 45 to page 94, with map 
drawing. 
HISTORY. Beginners' American History, Montgomery, 
three times a week . 
WRITING. Use writing book No. 3 first half of the year, 
and No. 4 second half of year, twice a week. 
O R A L I N S T R U C T I O N , D E C L A M A T I O N S , R E C I T A T I O N S , C O M P O -
SITIONS, S I N G I N G , P H Y S I C A L C U L T U R E , A N D M A R C H I N G , s a m e 
as in sixth grade. 
EIGHTH GRADE. 
READING. Normal Fifth Reader or Our American Neigh-
bors; Punctuation, Sounds of the Letters, correct Rendering. 
SPELLING. Harrington's Speller, Part II, from page 36 to 
page 72. 
ARITHMETIC. Milne's Standard. First term, needed re-
view of preceding work, and from page 276 to page 300. Second 
term, f rom page 301 to pa^e 323. Third term from page 327 to 
page 313. Use selected exercises from Colburn's Arithmetic 
from page 149 to page 204. 
GRAMMAR. Maxwell 's Advanced Lessons. First term, 
from page 140 to page 191. Second term, from page 191 to page 
231. Third term from page 231 to page 270. 
GEOGRAPHY. Rand-McNally Grammar School, fo l lowing 
the same method as in sixth grade, from page 94 to page 142, 
with map drawing. 
HISTORY. Barnes' History of the United States, an 
" e p o c h " each term. Three times a week. 
PHYSIOLOGY. Our Bodies and How W e Live, Blaisdell. 
Twice a week during the year. 
WRITING. Use writing book No. 5, Normal Review 
System of Vertical writing, first half of year, and No. 6 second 
half of year, twice a week. 
DECLAMATIONS OR RECITATIONS. Twice a term by each 
scholar. 
COMPOSITIONS. Once in three weeks by each scholar. 
S I N G I N G , P H Y S I C A L C U L T U E A N D M A R C H I N G . O n c e e a c h 
session. 
NINTH GRADE. 
READING. Masterpieces of American Literature or 
Standard Works. 
SPELLING. Harrington's Speller, Part II, f rom page 72 to 
page 92. 
ARITHMETIC. Milne's Standard. First term, from page 
350 to page 371. Second term, from page 371 to page 402. Third 
term, complete the book, including the Metric System. 
GRAMMAR. Maxwell 's Advanced Lessons. First term, 
from page 270 to page 322. Second term, review the book. 
Give thorough drill in False Syntax and analysis of words and 
sentences twice a week. 
GEOGRAPHY. Complete Rand-McNally Grammar School, 
using same method as in sixth grade, with map drawing. 
HISTORY. Barnes' History of the United States, epochs, 
IV, V and VI. An epoch each term. Three times a week. 
BOOK-KEEPING. The New Byrantand Stratton's Common 
School. Second and third terms, daily. 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. Letter writing, Composition, Business 
Forms, Civil Government, Morals and Manners. 
W R I T I N G , D E C L A M A T I O N S , R E C I T A T I O N S , COMPOSITION, 
S I N G I N G , P H Y S I C A L C U L T U R E A N D M A R C H I N G s a m e a s i n e i g h t h 
grade. 
HIGH SCHOOL. 
FIRST YEAR. 
FIRST T E R M . 
C O L L E G E P R E P A R A T O R Y . L A T I N — S C I E N T I F I C ENGLISH. 
A l g e b r a , 5 
L a t i n , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
A l g e b r a , 5 
L a t i n , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
A l g e b r a , 5 
P h y s i c a l G e o g r a p h y , 5 
L o e k w u o i J ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
SECOND T E R M . 
A l g e b r a , 5 
L a t i n , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
A l g e b r a , 5 
L a t i n , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
A l g e b r a , 5 
P h y s i c a l G e o g r a p h y , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' . - E n g l i s h , 5 
T H I R D T E R M . 
A l g e b r a , 5 
L a t i n , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
A l g e b r a , 5 
L a t i n , 5 -
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h , 5 
A l g e b r a , 5 
N a t u r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
L o c k w o o d ' s E n g l i s h . 5 
SECOND YEAR. 
F I R S T T E R M . 
G e o m e t r y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 
G e n e r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
Caesar , " 5 
G e o m e t r y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 
G e n e i a l H i s t o r y , 5 
Caesar, 5 
G e o m e t i y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 
G e n e r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
B o o k - k e e p i n g , 5 
SECOND T E R M . 
G e o m e t r y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 
G e u e r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
Caesar , 0 
G e o m e t r y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 
G e n e r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
Caesar , 5 
G e o m e t r y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 
G e n e r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
A r i t h m e t i c , 5 
T H I R D T E R M . 
G e o m e t r y , 4 1 G e o m e t r y , 4 
E n g l i s h , 1 | E n g l i s h , " 1 
G r e e k B e g i n n e r s , 5 1 G e n e r a l I l i > t o r y , 5 
Caesar , 5 ' Caesar, 5 
G e o m e t r y . 4 
E n g l i s h , ' 1 
G e n e r a l H i s t o r y , 5 
A r i t h m e t i c , , 5 
THIRD YEAR. 
FIRST T E R M . 
C i c e r o , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
G r e e k , * 1 
F r e n c h , 0 
C i c e r o , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
P h y s i c s , 5 
F r e n c h , 5 
P h y s i c s , » 
E n g l i s h H i s t o r y , 
F r e n c h , 0 
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THIRD YEAR. 
SECOND T E R M . 
COLLEGE P R E P A R A T O R Y . L A T I N — S C I E N T I F I C . E N G L I S H . 
C i c e r o , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
G r e e k , 5 
F r e n c h , 5 
C i c e r o , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
P h y s i c s , 5 
F r e n c h , 5 
P h \ « i r « , 5 
E n g l i - U H i s t o r y , 5 
F r e n c h , 5 
i 
1 
T H I R D T E R M . 
C i c e r o , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
A n a b a s i s , 4 
G r e e k P r o s e , 1 
F r e n c h , 5 
T h e s t u d y o f L i t e r a t u r e 
C i c e r o . 4 F r e n c h , 5 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 1 B o t a n y , 5 
F r e n c h , 5 1 C h e m i s t r y , 5 
B o t a n y , •> J 
n a d d i t i o n to a b o v e is c o n t i n u e d t h r o u g h o u t th is y e a r . 
FOURTH YEAR. 
FIRST T E R M . 
V e r g i l , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
A n a b a « i s , 4 
G r e e k P r o s e , 1 
A r i t h m e t i c , 3 
L i t e r a t u r e , 2 
V e r g i l , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e , 5 
- F r e n c h o r P h y s i o l o g y , 5 
F r e n c h o r 
C o m m e r c i a l L a w , ;"> 
P h y s i o l o g y , 5 
E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e , 5 
SECOND T E R M . 
V e r g i l . 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
H o m e r , 5 
A l g e b r a , 3 
L i t e r a t u r e , 2 
V e r g i l , 4 
L a i i n P r o s e , 1 1 
E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e , 5 1 
F r e n c h o r A s t r o n o m y 
o r C i v i l G o v e r n m e n t 5 ; 
A s t r o n o m y , 5 
C i v i l G o v e r n m e n t , 5 
E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e , 5 
T H I R D T E R M . 
V e r g i l , 41 V e r g i l , 4 
L a t i n P r o s e , ] ' L a t i n P r o s e , 1 
H o m e r , 5 i E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e 5 
G e o m e t r y , 8 1 F r e n c h o r G e o l o g y 
L i t e r a t u r e , 2 ' o r C i v i l G o v e r n m e n t , 5 
G e o l o g y , 0 
C i v i l G o v e r n m e n t , 0 
E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e , 5 
Course of Study for Ungraded Schools. 
The course of study in the ungraded schools is not c o n -
sidered invariable, nor can any pupil be assigned at once to his 
grade. In general the course for the graded schools will be 
fo l lowed. The same books will be used except in reading. Use 
the fo l lowing readers in the order named. Cyr 's Primer, 
Cyr 's First Reader, Cyr's Second Reader, Swinton's Third Read -
er, Normal Fourth and Normal Fifth Reader. 
The pupils should be arranged, as far as may be, in classes 
according to the different grades, having them take all the 
studies of one grade, only. Pupils on complet ing the w o r k of 
the ninth grade may be admitted to the High School , wi thout 
examination, provided their daily rank and term examinations 
have averaged 750 on a scale of 1000. 
Tabular Statement. 
TABULAR V I E W 
Showing the different Schools and their Teachers; also the number of Scholars registered. Average 
of Attendance, etc., 1896-97. 
Salary 
G R A D E . T E A C H E R S ' N A M E . E N R O L L M E N T . A V E R A G E . pe . i 
w e e k . 
S p r - g Fall W iiner S p r ' g Fall Winter 
High, W . H. Dresser, Prin., 
H. A. Moore, Prin., 
114 1 0 9 s m o o . o o 
108 104 102 S 1100.00 a H. E. Walker, Vice Prin., 0 0 0 1 1 . 0 0 
u Clio M. Chileott, 0 0 0 12 00 
Ungraded, Mary A. Grindell, 24 19 20 21 17 17 8.00 
u Marie K. Maddoeks, 19 14 8.00 
u Sadie A. Joy, 20 16 16 12 7.50 
Primary, Mrs. L. J. Backus, 13 33 31 39 31 9.00 
Intermediate, Abbie E. Joy, 
Charlotte S. Dorman, 
48 40 43 38 9.00 
u 40 9.00 
Sub-Grammar, Mary H. Black, 
Annie R. Stockbridge, Asst 
57 54 45 46 46 9.00 a 0 0 2.50 ii Leonora G. Higgins, 27 28 30 24 25 9.00 
Grammar, Elizabeth True, Room 2, 
Mrs. S. L. Porter, R o o m 2, 
63 
70 
49 
64 
12.00 
10.00 
W . E. Kinney, Room 2, 68 15.00 
Annie P. Muilan, Room 1, 
Mary C. Higgins, Asst 
43 57 59 41 53 9.00 
I1 0 0 0 6.00 
Ungraded, Kate E. Laffin, 29 27 26 22 23 8.00 
u Annie L. McFarland, 38 37 32 31 8.50 
It M. Alice Whittaker, 38 8.25 
Lizzie S. Moore, 47 33 33 35 26 9.00 
It 
u 
Susie M. Hart, 
Annie R. Stockbridge, 
Carrie B. Cochrane, 
27 
27 
27 
23 
19 
24 
8.25 
7.00 
8.25 
u Effie F. Walker, 18 15 1 15 13 6.00 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Grammar, 
Sub-Grammar, 
Ungraded, 
Grammar, 
Intermediate, 
Primary, 
Sub - Grammar, 
S. Everett Marks,* 
Margaret E. Laffin, 
Mabel A. Bridges, 
Minnie H. Moore, 
E. E. Richardson, 
t 
Hettie F. Remick, 
Susie M. Byrne, 
Mary A. Gaynor, 
Mary A. Stockbridge, 
+ 
Annie A. Moore, 
Ella F. Jordan, 
Wilhelmina S. Frost, Asst 
Mabel A. Bridges, 
Sadie A. Joy, 
Lillian M. Hardy, 
Mira Jackson, 
Lena E. Grindell, 
Charlotte S. Dorman, 
Wilhelmina S. Frost, 
Totals, 
Whole number of scholars by census April, 1893, 
" " •• " 1894, 
" " " " 1895, 
" " " " 1896, 
* Free High School for schools Nos. 7, 8 and 9. 
t Attend school in Orland. 
X Attend school at Falls. 
0 Terms served. s Per vear 36 weeks. 
16 
31 
19 
